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1.) Energy- related economic
(and political) interests: referring
to the gas and oil resources hid-
den in the Caspian and their ex-
ploitation, 
2.) Non-energy related economic
interests: extensive fishing op-
tions and additionally, the costly
and luxurious caviar of the
Caspian Sea,
3.) Strategic positioning of the
Caspian; location, that is not only
part of numerous European-
Asian- Middle- Eastern crossroads
but also applies different ways for
setting future pipeline routes,
that are (considering what is at
stake) part of larger geostrategic
and geo-economic considera-
tions. (Zeinolabedin,Yahyaour
and Shirzad (2009), p.116)

In this interest driven and con-
flicting mixture we cannot neg-
lect the power and influence of
largest transnational corpora-
tions along with new non- state
players, which are influencing the
regional stability, equilibrium of
interests and policy making
process. 

INTRODUCTION

ust as the rapid
melting of the Polar
caps has unexpect-
edly turned dis-
tanced and dim
economic possibili-

ties into viable geo-economic
and geopolitical probabilities, so
it was with the unexpected and
fast meltdown of Russia’s historic
empire – the Soviet Union. Once
considered as the Russian inner
lake, the Caspian has presented
itself as an open/high sea of op-
portunities literally overnight –
not only for the (new, increased
number of ) riparian states, but
also for the belt of (new and old)
neighbouring, and other inter-
ested (overseas) states. 

Interest of external players ranges
from the symbolic or rather
rhetorical, to the global geopolit-
ical, from an antagonizing politi-
cal conditionality and constrain
to the pragmatic trade-off be-
tween political influence and en-
ergy supply gain. We can identify
three most important categories
of interests in the Caspian as: 
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(Former Soviet republics of ) Azer-
baijan, Kazakhstan and Turk-
menistan have no direct access to
any international waters. That
means that pipelines remain the
only mode of transportation and
delivery of carbonic fuels, thus
creating yet another segment for
competition, and source of re-
gional tension as the 3 riparian
states do depend on their neigh-
bours for export routes. 

Finally, due to both the not yet of-
ficially resolved legal status of the
Basin as well as the number of
political and territorial disputes in
Caucasus and on the Caspian, nu-
merous new pipeline construc-
tions and expansion projects
have been proposed, but so far
not realized. For the EU, the most
important was the Nabucco
pipeline, which although not fully
guaranteed, served as the hope
for reduced dependence on Rus-
sia. As of now this goal is cur-
rently becoming more and more
relevant because of the added
complexity to this pending en-
ergy issue. Hereby we are refer-
ring to the ongoing crisis in
Ukraine and the accompanying
process of western alienation
from Russia in general. This
strategic reorientation might not
be risk- free for the EU, especially 
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Hereby we refer to organized rad-
ical Islamic groups, organized
crime groups and international
and nongovernmental organiza-
tions, concerned with human
rights, democracy building and
ecological issues. Additionally, let
us not disregard big consumers
like China, India or the European
Union (EU) that are driven by
their own energy imperative: to
improve their energy security (in-
cluding the reduction of external
dependencies) as well as to diver-
sify their supplies, modes and
forms in the long run. This energy
imperative and strive for energy
security is, relative to the de-
mand, also of utmost importance
when it comes to geopolitics of
energy in the Caspian.

On a promise of these allegedly
vast oil and natural gas resources
(most of which untapped), the
Caspian is witnessing the “New
Grand Game” – struggle for the
domination and influence over
the region and its resources as
well as transportation routes. No-
tably, the Caspian is a large land-
locked water plateau without any
connection with the outer water
systems. Moreover, 3 out of 5 ri-
parian states are land-locking
Caspian, but are themselves land-
locked too. 



if we consider that the Union, in
the terms of energy supply, has
no alternative option at present
state. One might wonder how
successfully can the “new great
game” translate into the “new
cold war” between Russian Eura-
sia and Western Europe- America,
especially considering the
geopolitical realities, which are by
no means as unilayered and ab-
solute as they were between
1945 and 1991. 

The following lines will therefore
consider the geopolitical, legal
and economic (including the en-
ergy security for the final end–
user, supplier and transiting
countries) features of the Caspian
theatre, complex interplays and
possible future outlook. 

To explain the long lasting Russ-
ian presence at Caspian and still
prone interest in the region, two
factors are at interplay: geopolit-
ical and geo–economic.

Ever since Peter the Great, Russ-
ian geopolitical imperative has
been to extend the strategic
depth. It naturally necessitated
towards ensuring the security for
its southwest and southern flanks
of the Empire. Such a security im-
perative brought about bitter
struggles for Russia over the
domination of this huge theatre:
Eastern and Central Balkans,
Black Sea, Caucasus and Caspian
basin. Russia was contested there
by the Habsburg Empire, by the
Ottomans, Iran (and after collapse
of the Ottomans by the Britons) 

all throughout the pre-modern
and modern times.

Just a quick glance on the map of
western and southwest Russia
will be self-explanatory in show-
ing the geostrategic imperative;
low laying areas of Russia are left
unprotected without dominating
the mountain chains at Caucasus,
Carpathian – Black Sea – Cauca-
sus – Caspian – Kopet Dag. Histor-
ically, the main fight of Russia was
with the Ottomans over this line.
When the Ottomans were elimi-
nated from the historic scene, it
was Britain on the Indian subcon-
tinent and Iran as the main con-
testers – the fact that eventually
led to effective splitting of the
basin into two spheres of influ-
ence – British and Russian.   
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The Caspian (Azer-
b a i j a n i : X ə z ə r
d ə n i z i , P e r s i a n :
رزخیایرد or یایرد
:Russian ,ناردنزام

Каспийское море, Kazakh: Кас-
пий теңізі, Turkmen: Hazar deňzi)
is the world’s largest enclosed or
landlocked body of (salty) water
– approximately of the size of
Germany and the Netherlands
combined. Geographical litera-
ture refers to this water plateau as
the sea, or world’s largest lake
that covers an area of 386,400
km² (a total length of 1,200 km
from north to south, and a width
ranging from a minimum of 196
km to a maximum of 435 km),
with the mean depth of about
170 meters (maximum southern
depth is at 1025 m). At present,
the Caspian water line is some 28
meters below sea level (median
measure of the first decade of 

21st century)[1].The total Caspian
coastline measures to nearly
7,000 km, being shared by five ri-
parian (or littoral) states.

The very legal status of this
unique body of water is still not
solved: Sea or lake? As interna-
tional law defers lakes from seas,
the Caspian should be referred to
as the water plateau or the
Caspian basin. Interestingly
enough, the Caspian is indeed
both sea and lake: northern por-
tions of the Caspian display char-
acteristics of a freshwater lake
(e.g. due to influx of the largest
European river – Volga, river Ural
and other relatively smaller river
systems from Russia’s north), and
in the southern portions where
waters are considerably deeper
but without major river inflows,
salinity of waters is evident and
the Caspian appears as a sea. 

S
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. (Median salinity of the Caspian is
approximately 1/3 relative to the
oceanic waters average). The ge-
omorphology of the Caspian is
unique and many authors have
referred to the formation similar-
ities of the Black Sea–Caspian–
Aral and their interconnectivity
back to Pleistocene. Most proba-
bly, some 5, 5 million years ago
two factors landlocked the
Caspian: the tectonic uplift of the
basin and the dramatic fall of the
earth’s oceanic levels which liter-
ally trapped the Caspian to the
present shores. Due to its unique
formation and present water
composition variations, the
Caspian hosts rare biodiversity
and many endemic species of
flora and fauna (presently, threat-
ened by rising exploration and
exploitation of vast oil and gas re-
serves).

THE INNER CIRCLE

The so-called “Inner Circle” of the
Caspian Basin consists of the five
littoral (riparian) states, namely
Russia, Iran, Azerbaijan, Kaza-
khstan, and Turkmenistan, shar-
ing the common coastline. As
much as the geographically dis-
tant as well as different by their
distinctive geomorphology and
hydrology, the Arctic and Caspian
however resemble several critical
similarities.

Both theaters are grand bodies of
water surrounded by 5
riparian/littoral states. Both the-
aters are of huge and largely un-
explored natural resources and
marine biota. Both theaters have
numerous territorial disputes and
are of absolute geopolitical im-
portance for the littoral states,
and beyond. Finally, both the-
aters were until recently also of
not completely resolved legal sta-
tus – drifting between an external
quest for creation of special inter-
national regime and the existing
Law of Sea Convention system
(UNCLOS).  

Ergo, in both theaters, the dy-
namic of the littoral states dis-
plays the following:

1.Dismissive: Erode the efforts of
international community/exter-
nal interested parties for creation
of the Antarctica-like treaty (by
keeping the UNCLOS referential);
2.Assertive: Maximize the shares
of the spoils of partition – extend
the EEZ and continental shelf as
to divide most if not the entire
body of water only among the
Five;
3.Reconciliatory: Prevent any di-
rect confrontation among the ri-
parian states over the spoils –
resolve the claims without arbi-
tration of the III parties. (Prefer-
ably CLCS).

MoDerNDiploMacY.eU

[1] The Caspian basin records grad-
ual and cyclical water level variations

that are basically synchronized with
the volume discharge of the Volga
river system and co-related to the

complex North Atlantic oscillations
(amount of North Atlantic depres-
sions that reach the Eurasian land

mass interior).  



One of the most important differ-
entiating elements of the two
theatres is the composition of lit-
toral states. We can consider the
constellation of the Arctic Five as
being symmetric – each of the
Five has access to the open sea
(as the Arctic itself has a wide
connection with the oceanic sys-
tems of Atlantic and Pacific). On
the contrary, the Caspian Five are
of asymmetric constellation. The
Caspian Five could be roughly di-
vided on the old/traditional two
(Russia and Iran), and the three
newcomers (Azerbaijan, Kaza-
khstan and Turkmenistan). This
division also corresponds with
the following characteristic: only
Iran and Russia have an open sea
access, other three countries are
landlocked – as the Caspian itself
is a landlocked body of water.  

When it comes to energy trans-
port and production, relevant
trade and economic cooperation
is needed concerning national in-
terests of particular Caspian lit-
toral states as well as holding and
developing projects in multi-
sided cooperation format. Such
prolific cooperation is most
vividly developed between Rus-
sia and Kazakhstan. The com-
monly recover oil deposits -
Russian "Central" and "Hvalyn-
skoe" and Kazakhstan "Kur-
mangazy", have founded the 

Caspian Pipeline Consortium,
which is an operator of the
pipeline "Tengiz-Novorossiysk"
and ltd. "KazRosGas", one of its
key projects is sour gas process-
ing from Karachagan deposit at
Orenburg gas-processing plant.
Regarding energy transportation,
an important result was con-
cluded at the Astrkhan in July
2010 meeting which is to found
the Caspian Sea Association of
ship companies (EIA, 2012).
Furthermore, concerned regions
have been encouraged to de-
velop railway links between the 

Caspian region countries. The
Russian Railways, for example,
hold a project of direct railway
links between Russia and Iran in
the Caspian region within form-
ing of common railway infrastruc-
ture of the international transport
corridor "North-South" that con-
nects major cities such as
Moscow, Tehran, Mumbai, Baku,
Astrakhan. 
The final link of the railroad infra-
structure between Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan and Iran was inau-
gurated in late 2014 (Railway
Gazette, 2014).

Sources: WorldAtlas (n.d.a.), n.p.a.; EVS (2007), n.p.a

FIGURE 1: THE CASPIAN SEA AND ITS HYDROGEOLOGY
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RUSSIA

Russian Federation controls the
north- western shore of the
Caspian Sea. Russia´s foreign rela-
tions with the west that are in the
light of the recent Ukrainian crisis
not predominantly overwhelmed
with energy-politics anymore,
have experienced a series of ad-
ditional setbacks in the recent
years. 

With regards to the Caspian
Basin, only a negligible part of
Russia´s extensive reserves ap-
pear to be located in the Caspian
Basin. Therefore, Russia has rather
adopted a strategy of involve-
ment in the energy business of
the other, better-endowed ripar-
ian states by means of joint re-
source development (production
revenues) and granting access to
the Russian oil and gas pipeline
system (transport revenues). The
main players in this field are the
state-owned companies
Gazprom, Rosneft, and Transneft
as well as numerous large private
energy enterprises like Lukoil,
Sibneft or Yukos[2] . (Crandall
(2006), pp. 120-3)

In the light of the loss of eco-
nomic influence in the Caspian
after the dissolution of the Soviet
Union, due to the overwhelming
preoccupation with preserving
the strategic influence in the re-
gion (following the sort of “Mon-
roeski doctrine” (Kubicek (2013),
n.p.a.), Russia`s views 

dramatically shifted in the 2000s
from politico- security aspirations
to  also largely economical. To this
end, Russia turned to bi- and mul-
tilateral agreements with Caspian
littoral countries to secure its eco-
nomic interests in the basin. With
its unique policy, called “common
waters, divided bottom”, it moved
closer to Kazakhstani and Azer-
baijani stance, following the prin-
ciple of dividing the seabed into
proportional national sectors
(therefore, following the UNCLOS
principle), while maintaining the
common management of the
surface waters, preserving free
navigation and common ecolog-
ical standards for all littoral states
(thus, partly following the lake
principle by excluding the inter-
national community). 
Due to this efforts Russia was able
to secure an agreement on the di-
vision of the Northern part of the
Caspian with Azerbaijan and
Kazakhstan in the early 2000s,
while still strongly affirming that
the five-party consensus contin-
ues to be the only way to the final
decision on the legal status of the
Caspian. (Zimnitskaya and Von
Geldern (2010), p. 10)

The major downside of this
agreement has been that it is
completely dependent on the
good relations between littoral
states and therefore dependant
on the current geopolitical reali-
ties of the Caspian. 
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[2] There was an interesting feud in Rus-
sia between the Ministry of Fuel and

Power and Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and  these clashes have led to Russia`s

varying position on the Caspian legal
status in the 1990s. For example, while

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was
pressing Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan on

the final status of the Caspian, state
owned corporations under the Ministry

of Fuel and Power did not support any
of these efforts and were instead even

leading negotiations on their own.
Moreover, they even supported the sov-

ereign claims of new states over parts of
the basin in order to start and secure
business opportunities. The situation

became ever more bizarre, when Min-
istry of Foreign affairs was threatening
to disrupt all Azerbaijani operations in

the Caspian as illegal, due to the fact
that the operations were following the

division, would-be made by UNCLOS,
while the Ministry of Fuel and Power
was assisting with this projects. The
final winner was the oil companies,

starting with Putin coming to power. At
the beginning of his presidency we wit-

nessed an addition to priorities in the
Caspian from political and strategic

into economic, too.

[3] With this division, Russia would re-
ceive 18,5% of the Caspian seabed,

while Kazakhstan would get 29%, Azer-
baijan and Turkmenistan approxi-

mately 19% and Iran would be left with
14%. 



Also, we must consider the Iran-
ian defiance in this solution, since
it diminishes its political and eco-
nomic role in the basin[3] , for it
leaves the country with the small-
est share and deepest waters. For
now, with the successful agree-
ment in the North, the division
looks like displayed in Figure 2.

Regarding intra-regional relations
in general, Russian concerns
about the influence of the EU and
the US[4]  in the Caspian Basin
have increased in the recent past
due to the eagerness to regain its
role as a major power. Above all,
the emergence of Azerbaijan as a
major ally of the West has caused
dismay in Moscow. 

As for Iran, the historically ad-
verse relations have improved in
some areas as the two powers still
share a number of mutual inter-
ests in the Caspian Basin, for in-
stance the opposition to growing
Western interference in regional
affairs or the proposed construc-
tion of a trans-Caspian pipeline.
(Dekmejian/Simonian (2003), pp.
75-9 and 83-9)

IRAN

Occupying the southern coast of
the Caspian Sea, the Islamic Re-
public of Iran has been ruled by
conservative forces. Since the
controversial re-election of Presi-
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 

in 2009, the gap between conser-
vatives and reformists has even
widened[5] . 

Western relations with Iran have
lead to sharp tensions and possi-
ble tougher sanctions due to the
Iranian nuclear programme; the
strategic and geopolitical realities
of this issue are a subject of a dif-
ferent debate. 

As far as energy is concerned,
even though Iran is among the
world’s leading oil producers, and
the second largest producer of
natural gas, regarding the
Caspian Basin, Iran’s share of the
local oil and gas reserves is negli-
gible, just as in the case of Russia. 

FIGURE 2: THE PROPOSED AND ALREADY EFFECTIVE DIVISION OF THE CASPIAN BASIN

Source: EIA (2013a)
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Moreover, FDI in the energy sec-
tor has been hampered due to
the continuous conflicts with
West over the nuclear issue.
(Crandall (2006), pp. 120-3) But
because of its status as a regional
power as well as its unique geo-
graphic position between the
Caspian basin and the Persian
Gulf, Iran remains an attractive
transit country. That also grants
him power and wide range of
possibilities for gaining influence
as a Caspian littoral state on the
one hand, but also means great
exposure when considering other
geopolitical gaming in and
around the Caspian, the most in-
fluential being the US grand in-
terests in the Persian gulf[6] . For
Iran, most threatening conse-
quences of this strategic gaming
are the frequent calls of American
administrations to the regime
change in Iran and a choke-hold
on their interests within the oil in-
dustry, namingly the helplessness
within OPEC, where Iran is si-
lenced with cordial voting of the
GCC[7]  states and the lack of ma-
noeuvring space in the interna-
tional oil market.

Foreign policy priorities have
been affected by its past domi-
nance as well as the religious ties
with the Republics of Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan.
However, these newly independ-
ent states (NIS) see Iran´s 
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potential in cheap transit routes
for oil and gas rather than the
Iran´s perspective.  
Of the most concern are Iran´ s re-
lations with Azerbaijan, ham-
pered due to Azerbaijan´s
westward cooperation on energy
matters (Dekmejian et al. (2003),
pp. 79-83) and the contradicting
positions on defining the legal
status of the Caspian[8] .  

Additionally, the ethnic Azeri mi-
nority makes up to nearly quarter
of Iran´s population[9] , many of
whom claim their rights being
abused, causing further tensions
between the two nations.  An
economically strong and inde-
pendent Azerbaijan, gaining ac-
knowledgement on the
international political stage,
could potentially incite the Azeri
population in Iran to its own na-
tionalistic movement and
threaten Iranian territorial in-
tegrity. 
To prevent Azerbaijan to rise any
further as a global oil player
might as well be seen as an Iran-
ian strategic goal. (Croissant and
Aras (1999), p.29) Nevertheless,
Iran does not generally promote
discrimination of the Azeri minor-
ity, because their intellectual and
economic elite is very well inte-
grated in the Iranian society. The
textbook example for this is that
the father of Ajatolla Khameini is
an Azeri. (Pivariu (2014), p. 163)

[4] Previously, there were also concerns
over the role of Turkey and China, but

due to new geopolitical realities, China
has become a major energy trading

partner and Turkey a viable option for
pipeline routes, bypassing the turmoil

Eastern Europe.
[5] Although, to be realistic, the name of

the elected candidate is more of a cos-
metic retouch. Considering the fact that

all the presidential candidates must be
approved by the so called Guardian
Council, they are all, pragmatically

speaking, conservative.
[6] (i) to support the friendly local

regimes with their present socio-politi-
cal and ideological setups; (ii) to get, in
return, their continued approval for the

massive physical US military presence
and their affirmative vote in interna-

tional fora; (iii) to maintain its decisive
force in the region, securing unhindered
oil flows from the Gulf; (iv) to remain as

the principal security guarantor and
tranquilizer, preventing any hostile

takeover – be it of one petrol-exporting
state by another or of internal, domestic

political and tribe/clan workings; (v) to
closely monitor the crude-output levels
and money flow within the Gulf and to

recycle huge petro-dollar revenues, usu-
ally through lucrative arms sales and

other security deals with the GCC
regimes; (vi) will not enhance, but

might permit (calls for) gradual change
of the domestic socio-economic and

politico-ideological frames in the par-
ticular Gulf state, as long as it does not

compromise the US objectives in the re-
gion as stated above, from (i) to (v) (Ba-

jrektarevic, 2012).



AZERBAIJAN

Controlling the western side of
the Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan holds
a crucial position between Cen-
tral Asia and Europe. The country
is led by President Ilham Aliyev,
whose re-election in 2013 fell
short to the Western stan-
dards[10] and he continues to
keep the country strongly in ac-
cord with its traditional strategic
orientation, focus and priorities. 

Heavily dependent on the oil sec-
tor, the State Oil Company of
Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR) was
created to efficiently benefit from
the abundance of hydrocarbon
resources in the respective sector
of the Caspian Sea. Subsequently,
the foreign- SOCAR partnerships
have attracted considerable FDI
to the region. (INOGATE (2004), p.
20) By 2010, after signing the so
called “Contract of the century”
with 13 leading world oil compa-
nies[11]  in 1994, an amount of 8
billion dollars has already been
invested in exploration and de-
velopment operations in the sec-
tors of the Caspian that “belongs”
to Azerbaijan according to the
UNCLOS provisions and addi-
tional 100 billion are expected to
be invested in the forthcoming
25-30 years. Overall, with the help
of the booming oil sector, the
country has managed to stabilize
its internal economic turmoil, left 

after the dissolution of the Soviet
Union and achieve significant
economic growth (Zimnitskaya
and Von Geldern (2010), p. 10)

When it comes to the Caspian,
Azerbaijan has been very vocal
on pronouncing the Caspian as
sea, therefore subject to interna-
tional law, from the very begin-
ning. This stance can be easily
understood, if we consider that
Azerbaijan would benefit greatly
with this ruling, especially consid-
ering that economic stability has
been a way for Azerbaijan to
deter its powerful neighbours
Russia and Iran (for reasons in-
cluding the division of the Azeri
territory after the Russo- Persian
war in 1828 and the more con-
temporary conflict over the
Nagorno Karabakh region) and
sustain sovereignty as well as
keep alliances. (Zimnitskaya and
Von Geldern (2010), p. 7)

Concerning foreign policy, Azer-
baijan´s goal has been to balance
between Russia and West. Most
worrisome are however the
above mentioned unresolved
conflicts with Armenia over the
statues of Nagorno Karabakh
province and fragile relations,
mostly due to pipeline disputes,
with Turkmenistan. (Dekmejian et
al. (2003), pp. 74 and 92-5)

[7] Gulf Cooperation Council, consist-
ing of the member states of Saudi Ara-
bia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Omar, Qatar and

United Arab Emirates.
[8] At the beginning, Iran was strongly

asserting that Azerbaijan is, along with
other former republics of Soviet Union,

a successor to all the treaties, signed be-
tween Iran (or Persia) and the Soviet

Union. Later on, although never fully
deviating from this position, Iran was
also a strong supporter of the condo-

minium solution, along with Russia. But
when it lost Russia as an ally on this

matter (because of Russia`s efforts to
form a closer bond with neighbouring
Azerbaijan), it opted for the lake solu-
tion of the Caspian, which is what the

official position of the country remains
to this day. Azerbaijan, on the other

hand, has strongly denied all these po-
sitions and has been  lobbying for the

Caspian to become subject to the UNC-
LOS treaty for a significant amount of
time. This would give way for a dimin-

ished role of Iran in the Caspian, along
with the realistic threat of bringing for-

eign military vessels into the Caspian,
therefore, on Iranian borders

[9] Although, hundreds of years of sepa-
ration and living under very different

state systems (Tsarist Russia and the So-
viet Union vs. Persia and the Shiite Iran)
makes it difficult to determine whether

or not what unites the Azerbaijanis and
the ethnic Azeri in Iran is stronger than

what makes them different or vice
versa. (Pivariu (2014), p. 163).  
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KAZAKHSTAN

Controlling the northern and
north-eastern shores of the
Caspian Sea, Kazakhstan reluc-
tantly declared independence
from Soviet Union in 1991. Led by
perennial President Nursultan
Nazarbayev, the country has not
drifted far from its traditional po-
litical culture. In 2015,
Nazarbayev won another presi-
dential mandate.  

Holding the greatest share of
Caspian oil in its national sector,
Kazakhstan´s foreign policy is in-
fluenced by its dependence on
Russia as a primary energy transit
route, though the infrastructure
network is sufficiently developed
for Kazakhstan to clearly benefit
from exports of oil and gas to for-
eign markets. Additionally, the
growing inflow of FDI from China
signals the rising importance of
cooperation with east. Due to
these vast energy resources in
possession, Kazakhstan`s deci-
sion on energy export routes is
highly important for the (in) sta-
bility of the current power game
in the Caspian. 

It has also huge pipelines car-
ryiThe country has the following
three options for exporting its en-
ergy reserves: 

-Expanding the existing route
through Russia to the Black Sea
coast (the Caspian Pipeline Con-
sortium); the first phase of in-
creasing the incremental capacity
was completed in February, 2015,
by the joint venture of Chevron
and CPC. The added capacity will
likely double the daily transfer ca-
pacity by the end of 2016. Many
see the CPC expansion as the wild
card for Russia, because the in-
creased capacity could, in turn,
diminish the need of Kazakhstan
to push for the Trans- Caspian
pipeline project (Kandiyoti, 2012);

-Feeding additional oil into the
western BTC through the Aktau-
Baku subsea pipeline (Marketos
(2009), p.4) or; 

-Raising the importance of the
energy flow to the East through
Kazakhstan- China pipeline. (EIA)  
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[10] By no means are these universal
standards and this same argument ap-
plies to all the Central Asian states (and
many more). We should always keep in

mind that for the Western world, an ally
state that has a non- democratic

regime (for example, the GCC states) is
by default and in accord with the realis-

tic theory on international relations
granted understanding and support,

whereas a non-ally state, that displays
non- democratic features (for example,

Caspian littoral states, more recently,
Russia), is condemned for them, even if

the democratic standards fall far
shorter in the ally state. As in most other
cases, the label “democratic” is part of a

wider strategic (re)consideration.
[11] AMOCO, BP, UNOCAL, SOCAR,

LUKOIL, McDermott, Stateoil, Exxon,
Turkish Petrol, Pensoil, Itochu, Remco,

Delta.
[12] There is a second similar pipeline
project, named Dauletabad- Khangi-

ran, inauguarated in 2010. It is planned
to begin with construction in the near

future.



TURKMENISTAN

Until recent years, Turkmenistan
has been in rather isolated posi-
tion under the rules of former
President Saparmurad Niyazov
and current President Gurban-
guly Berdymukhammedov. 

Due to deviation from western
standards on democracy and pol-
icy making, foreign investors pre-
viously showed little willingness
to participate in exploration and
exploitation of abundant energy
resources, (Crandall (2006), pp.
92-5) which is gradually but per-
petually changing.  

Recent developments have
therefore marked a new era with
respect to Turkmenistan´s posi-
tion in the energy game, with
newly inaugurated China and
Iran pipelines and pledges to
supply the Nabucco pipeline
(when the project was still alive),
the country has not only diversi-
fied its supply routes, but also of-
fered the central Asian countries
the opportunity to lessen their
dependence on Russia as a major
energy supplier. 

Turkmenistan was also the first
country in the Caucasus to secure
an energy contract which was
completely bypassing Russia. This
was done through Korpezhe-
Kurt Kui pipeline, supplying Turk-
meni gas to Iranian markets[12] 

In the aftermath of the Korpezhe-
Kurt Kui project, Turkmenistan
has become extremely ambitious
when it comes to constructing
new energy routes: 

-the proposed East- West
pipeline, envisioned to connect
south-eastern Turkmeni gas fields
with the Caspian (also creating a
gate-way for Turkmenistan to Eu-
ropean markets),

-the proposed Trans- Caspian
pipeline, envisioned to transfer
Turkmeni gas to Azerbaijan via
the Caspian sea, where it could
easily connect to the pipelines
heading for Europe. This plans
also effectively bypass both Rus-
sia and Iran, but its major down-
fall are the bad relations between
Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan 

over the demarcation of the
Caspian basin; 

-Turkmenistan- Afghanistan- Pak-
istan- India (TAPI) pipeline, envi-
sioned to meet new Asian energy
markets in Pakistan and India. But
the project has very dim
prospects of succeeding in the
near future due to the complex
security and logistical issues. (EIA)
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THE OUTER CIRCLE AND
OTHER EXTERNAL ACTORS

Other players from the interna-
tional community have been able
to enter the Caspian game rather
successfully due to the following
three important reasons: 

1.)The three former Soviet re-
publics were in desperate need
for technology and capital to ex-
ploit the hidden Caspian re-
sources; the outside involvement
was therefore seen as crucial for
developing drilling and export
capabilities and also distancing
Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and
Kazakhstan from Russia; 
2.)The Caspian basin is land-
locked, therefore dependent
upon pipelines and shipping
through other neighbouring
states to get to consumer mar-
kets. Upgrading old Soviet
pipelines and building others be-
came pivotal for the economic
stability of the regional countries
and it also gave way to major
strategic planning of these new
pipeline routes; 

3.)The three post- Soviet Caspian
littoral states were not very pow-
erful in regional, let alone global
terms. Newly independent, with
weak militaries, barely function-
ing economies and great
prospects for domestic or exter-
nal conflict, they were an easy tar-
get for other interested parties,
looking to exploit these circum-
stances. (Kubicek (2013), n.p.a.) 

With regards to the transhipment
of hydrocarbon to the interna-
tional market, the importance of
the interests and the state of po-
litical environment in countries
such as Georgia, Armenia, Turkey,
Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, India
and Pakistan, commonly referred
to as the Outer Circle, needs to be
remembered.

At the beginning of the energy
hype around the Caspian, Turkey
felt they can exploit their culture
(considering that the Azeris, Turk-
men, Kazakhs, and Uzbeks are all
Turkish peoples) and its status as
a modern, successful state to gain
major influence in the region. Un-
fortunately, this perception
proved to be by far a too opti-
mistic one; although Turkish con-
struction firms seem to do well in
securing businesses in the region,
when it comes to investment and
major energy projects, all Caspian
states seem to prefer Russian,
American or European investors.
An important aspect for Turks is
the BTC pipeline, which connects
Turkey directly to the Caspian re-
gion, although most of the coun-
try`s energy needs are still met
through pipelines coming from
Russia, most notably the Blue
Stream. But, as it always is with
the unpredictable strategic gam-
ing in the Caspian, with the sus-
pension of the Nabucco
(Nabucco- West) and recently, 
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[13] Iran undoubtedly represents a criti-
cal area of interests for India regarding

her energy security, for it provides the
country with shortest supply routes
without major choke- points in be-
tween. The invigorated India- Iran

strategic partnership from 2003, that
was diminished due to the US med-

dling, would also be beneficial not just
for India`s energy and Iran`s economic

security but also for the strategic bal-
ance and the security enhancement of
the whole region, since both India and

Iran are similarly concerned when it
comes to issues like Afghanistan, Pak-

istan and the most recent, ISIS. 
[14] Or, in the words of the former presi-

dent of Kyrgyzstan Akayev, “God and
geography gave us Russia” (Kubicek

(2013), n.p.a.).  
[15] This new agenda is forcing Russia

into ever more delicately fine- tuning
the process of balancing China`s power
in the SCO, preventing her from becom-
ing the dominating force within the or-

ganization. The equality of China and
Russia in SCO in one of the foundations
for its membership, because the Central

Asian countries, parties to the SCO, de-
pend on Russia to keep the ever

stronger China and her influence bal-
anced in their backyard. 

[16] The concept of a New Silk Road is,
much like the ancient one, envisioned

to be an economic belt, an area of eco-
nomic cooperation, a vision of China

for the interdependent economic and
political community spanning from the
shores of Pacific to the murky waters of

the Western Europe.



the South Stream Project, it has
become evident that Turkey
could play a much more crucial
role in the future of pipeline
diplomacy. 

For now, both the EU and Russia
are entertaining themselves with
a dream of a gas route through
Turkey: EU sans Russia, with a
starting point in Azerbaijan and
Russia with a stream of gas flow-
ing from Russian fields, through
Greece and Turkey. We have yet
to witness which Southern Corri-
dor strategy will be implemented.
What is clear though is that
Turkey gained greatly in her start-
ing position because of the zero-
sum gaming process between 

Russia and the EU, so her expec-
tations of being an important
(pivotal) transit country can be-
come a reality in the near future;
we will explore Turkey`s role in
the upcoming developments of
the Caspian pipeline gaming in
greater detail in the following
chapters. 

Also very important for the gam-
ing in the Caspian are India and
Pakistan and their growing en-
ergy needs. They both backed the
proposed TAPI pipeline, although
the prospects for this pipeline
seem dim at the moment. Other
than that, India has a vivid coop-
eration with Iran[13]  in the field
of gas supply, it gained rights to 

develop two Iranian gas fields
and is in the midst of discussing a
pipeline route from Iran that
would traverse Pakistan. (Kubicek
(2013), n.p.a.) 

Additionally, with regards to the
global players such as United
States, the European Union,
China and Japan, the interest into
the Caspian region can not only
be limited to promoting general
political stability and seeking ac-
cess to Caspian oil and gas re-
sources, but extending to see
Caspian states as the new poten-
tial market for western products
and FDI.

POST-SOUTH STREAM OPTIONS

Source: Stratfor (2014) 
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The United States, although lack-
ing the advantages of historical
linkage and geographic vicinity
that favours Russia[14] , managed
to gradually insert themselves
into the region. Initial involve-
ment predominantly included in-
vestments made by major
American corporations, that
gained substantial percentages in
large- scale projects mainly in
Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan. Em-
powered by this great outset of
events, the US slowly became
more ambitious. 

In accordance with their struggle
to keep the vision of the unipolar
world alive and relevant, they in-
troduced a new important strate-
gic goal for the Caspian: drawing
pipeline ways that would com-
pletely bypass Russia and there-
fore diminish her influence in the
region. But the “Events have not
transpired as those in Washing-
ton hoped or those in Moscow
feared” (Kubicek (2013), n.p.a.):
Russia`s strategic influence did
not dissipate and besides Azer-
baijan, the US has no other major
ally among the Caspian littoral
states. Although, when it comes
to strategic alliances in the coun-
tries, surrounding the Caspian ri-
parian states, on the contrary is
true. 

China has moved from the some-
what silent presence immediately
after the collapse of the Soviet
Union to the more active involve-
ment in the recent years. Much
like in Africa or in the Middle East,
this involvement is predomi-
nantly powered by the grand en-
ergy needs of the country. 

And much like in Africa and the
Middle East, China has great
prospects for success because it
seems like a less threatening part-
ner than Russia or the US, not to
mention the absence of histori-
cally denoted relations. 

It has first managed to enter the
region through the Shanghai co-
operation organization (SCO),
which has stretched from having
predominantly security- oriented
goals into also energy- concerned
forum, thus effectively introduc-
ing China into the energy politics
of the region[15] . Central Asia
and with it, the Caspian Basin, is
also part of the China`s new pol-
icy of the “New Silk Road[16] ”,
stretching from China all the way
to Rotterdam, Netherlands.

At the moment, though, China is
mostly present in the Kazakhstani
oil sector and the Turkmenistan
gas sector. 
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Also, we must consider the colli-
sion of Chinese energy security
needs and Iranian search for new
energy partners after the
harshening of western sanctions
due to the Iranian nuclear pro-
gramme. Both China and Iran
have gained greatly with this en-
hanced cooperation; China with
securing more energy supply
deals and Iran, in return, preserv-
ing its state of economic develop-
ment and stability.  

Also very active in the region
have been the EU, European
states and European firms.
Among companies, the most ac-
tive presence has been displayed
from BP, Royal Dutch Shell, British
gas, Total, Agip and Eni. 

Mostly, the European govern-
ments handed their great sup-
port for private investments in
the region, which basically meant
they were in line with the Wash-
ington`s goal of diversification of
the energy market and with it, by-
passing Russia and Iran as much
as possible. 

Although they have been more
inclined to acknowledging the
possible environmental issues for
certain pipeline routes, the main
focus (in a true European style)
nevertheless remains diminishing
the dependence on Russia for en-
ergy supply. (Kubicek (2013),
n.p.a.) With the failure of the
Nabucco project, this goal seems
very unlikely (for the time being). 
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iven the geo-
graphical position
of the states sur-
rounding the
Caspian Sea, the

landlocked countries are highly
dependent on the instabilities
along the respective transit corri-
dors. The following chapter will
subsequently deal with the con-
flicts endangering the trans-
portation of oil and gas to the
European market.

Post-Soviet border issues be-
tween Caspian littoral states 
Following the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, the Caspian littoral
states have been involved in var-
ious negotiations on the border
issues, however most of them
have been solved without major
security issues. The main source
of disagreement is caused by the
controversial issue regarding the
access to the Caspian Sea and
consequent legal definition of
the water plateau. 

Since  the  discovery  of  a number
of gas and oil fields, located
mainly in the midst of the South-
ern Caspian Sea,  each littoral
country  has  claimed  to  be  their
rightful  owner. 
Regarding the sea borders, the
preeminent issue is therefore the
division of offshore oil and gas
fields, mainly between Azerbaijan
and Turkmenistan and this issue
has pitted the countries against
each- other since the 1990s. It
reached a very hostile stage in
2001, when the rhetoric on both
sides implied gestures aiming at
military threats. They were accus-
ing each other of illegal explo-
ration, development and/or
operation on the disputed oil
fields, and violation of territorial
waters with military and non- mil-
itary vessels. Situation worsened
with Baku purchasing two Amer-
ican military boats, which was
viewed as a provocation on the
Turkmen side and ignited the
arms race between the countries. 

G

TERRITORIAL DISPUTES 
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Luckily, in 2003 and 2004 the sit-
uation shifted towards efforts for
the diplomatic solution, but the
countries have yet to find a satis-
factory long-term answer to
these pending issues. (Peimani
(2009), p.186)

Probably the biggest issue, when
it comes to precise delimitation
between the Caspian littoral
states, is precisely in the hidden
natural reserves and the unfortu-
nate fact that international
boundaries were introduced into
the region long after the pipeline
system of extreme proportions
and complexity has been con-
structed. 
When building the transmission
network, little consideration was
given to the international fron-
tiers between the former re-
publics. We could go as far as to
say that in many cases, deliberate
interdependencies were built
into the system. This in turn
meant that after the dissolution
of the Soviet Union, each of the
newly independent republics laid
their own sovereignty claims to
the pipeline network. The trou-
bling effects of these disputes
have of course been endless dis-
putes over transit fees, fuel prices
and interference in energy trans-
mission, sometimes leading to
blunt political blackmailing
(Kandiyoti (2012), p. 12). 

NAGORNO-KARABAKH 
CONFLICT

The roots of this Armenian – pop-
ulated enclave, de jure situated in
the territory of Azerbaijan, de
facto independent republic situ-
ated southwest of Azerbaijan,
date back to the early 20th cen-
tury, when the “divide et impera”
principle was executed in order
to ensure dependence of the So-
viet Union central government
via conscious creation of divisions
in the region. 
The proclamation of the interna-
tionally not recognised Nagorno-
Karabakh  Republic, in 1991,
marked the beginning of a
bloody war, which despite enor-
mous efforts by the UN was fi-
nally brought to ceasefire in 1994
by Russia. 
For the purpose of settling the
long-term conflict, officially man-
dated by UN, the Minsk Group
was established in the OSCE
framework. However, till present,
claiming more than 25 000
deaths and 1 million refugees, the
main issue remains unsolved.
There are still frequent incidents
in the contact area between the
Azeri and Armenian troops that
claim about 20 lives each year. (Pi-
variu (2014), p. 149) 
The division in this case is
twofold: ethnic (Armenians- Azer-
baijani) and religious (Catholic-
Muslim) and the conflict itself
consists of three interconnected
components: 
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-The issue of refugees, solvable
through various rounds of nego-
tiations and, according to experts,
has to conclude in the near future
with refugees returning to their
native places; 
-Drawing the borders on dis-
puted territories, also solvable
through negotiations; 
-The status of Nagorno-
Karabakh, which continues to be
the most difficult and important
issue. The OSCE Minsk group has
suggested solving the issue on
the basis of three different princi-
ples: non- use of force or threats
of force, territorial integrity and
the peoples` right to self- deter-
mination. Future will tell which
one will be the most applicable
for the countries involved in the
conflict. (Pivariu (2014), p. 202). 

Recent developments have
brought no changes to the so
called “frozen issue”. In Russia
hosted Sochi talks in March 2011,
both parties expressed commit-
ment to peaceful resolution, yet
no willingness for concessions.
The issue remains critical as the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict out-
comes might spark similar out-
comes within the Caucasus
region.

SEPARATISM IN GEORGIA

Georgia, declaring its independ-
ence from Soviet Union in 1991,
has witnessed several unrests and
wars due to the breakaway re-
gions of South Ossetia, Ajaria and
Abkhazia. 

The region of South Ossetia has
been mainly under the control of
Russian-backed de facto govern-
ment, with preference from
South Ossetians to be integrated
into the Russian Federation. Sim-
ilarly to South Ossetia, the region
of Abkhazia has over the years
become more dependent on Rus-
sia for financial aid. 

Continuous tensions in break-
away regions of Abkhazia and
South Ossetia led to a war be-
tween Russia and Georgia in 2008
and initially towards the recogni-
tion of breakaway regions as in-
dependent states by Russia. With
regards to future outlooks, the sit-
uation in the region remains
tense, with the necessity of inter-
national mediation. 
Despite this fact, the continuation
of the OSCE Mission to Georgia
was vetoed by Russia in 2009. 
Unlike the above mentioned con-
flict regions, the breakaway re-
gion Ajaria was successfully 

re-integrated into the Republic of
Georgia in 2004. Known as a
strategic region, its capital, Ba-
tumi, hosts the key port linked to
the oil rich regions of Azerbaijan
and Kazakhstan. 

CONFLICT ZONES IN THE
NORTH CAUCASUS

North Caucasus, remarking an-
other important route for west-
ward transportation of oil and
gas, is highly affected by instabil-
ity and separatism in the region.
The roots of these conflicts can
be traced to Soviet era, where
ethnic groups were both artifi-
cially united or separated over
different territories. Up to pres-
ent, the conflicts have remained
unsolved, destabilising the region
excessively. (IRSN (2006), pp. 7-9;
Baev (2004), p. 100)
One of the most devastated re-
gions of North Caucasus is
namely Chechnya, occupied by
separatist forces that have led to
countless terrorist attacks and vi-
olent actions both in and outside
the region. Initiated in 2007 by
President Ramzan Kadyrov, the
radical stance on peacekeeping
has somewhat ameliorated the
situation within the region. 
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However, recent terrorist attacks
by rebellious Chechen groups
signal the imminent threat that
still surrounds the region. 

The semi-autonomous region of
Dagestan, located strategically on
the shore of Caspian Sea, has re-
cently developed into the new
trouble spot of North Caucasus.
Being the most linguistically and
ethnically diverse regions of
North Caucasus, it has seen the
violent emergence of Islamist in-
surgency. In recent years it
gained some importance as a vi-
able transit corridor for a by pass
pipeline from Azerbaijan to the
Russian port of Novorossiysk,
which  was  built  to  avoid  cross-
ing  the  unstable  Chechen terri-
tory.  

Unfortunately, though, Dagestan
itself has turned into regional hot
spot.For almost a decade, a low-
level guerrilla war has spilt over
from the western neighbour, and
both religious extremism and
ethnic rivalries have been on the
rise. The diversity within Dages-
tan paves forth a complex situa-
tion, which could outplay in
similar scale of gravity with that
of Chechnya. (Galeotti (2014), p.
10-11)

Additionally to Dagestan, the
wide-spread violent attacks have
recently escalated in the au-
tonomous republics of Ingushetia
and North Ossetia. 

Overall, conflicts are to be ac-
counted with in remaining re-
publics of North Caucasus,
recently identified as cancerous
tumour by Russia´s former Presi-
dent Medvedev and the sepa-
ratist forces are yet to be fought.
( ibid) 

KURDISH SEPARATISM IN
TURKEY

Similar to its neighbours, Turkey
assumes a key role for westward
transportation of oil and gas[17] .
Occupying the ethnic minority,
the Kurds have continuously
striven for the creation of an inde-
pendent state, destabilizing the
situation within the region. Since
they represent the largest ethnic
minority in the world without
their own country, their desire for
independence is somewhat ex-
pected. 

They are led by the Kurdistan
Workers Party, considered as a
terrorist organisation by both EU
and US that has until recent years
opted for violent means for
achieving the ultimate aim- an in-
dependent state consisting of
Kurdish-dominated parts of
Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Syria. Also
important for the movement was
the recent Arab Spring, which
worked as a catalyst for a while.
However, in 2013, developments
have signalled a new hope to-
wards ending of the conflict, as
support for the military 
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[17] Since establishing the “zero neigh-
bourhood problems” policy, with the ul-

timate goal of enhancing economic
cooperation in the MENA and the Cen-
tral Asian region, an important goal of

Turkish government administration has
been to position the country as the

main crossroad for any oil or gas com-
ing from Russia, the Caspian, Central

Asia and even Middle East, on its merry
way to Europe. 

[18] Öcalan has been incarcerated since
1999 and has shown significant change

in his stance following the imprison-
ment. He started to opt for the peaceful

resolution of the Kurdish issue (in Turkey
and elsewhere, likewise) and proposed

a ceasefire on the eve of Kurdish new
year in 2013. The ceasefire was wel-

comed by the Turkish Prime Minister Er-
dogan and by the PKK. We have yet to
witness the full (long-term?) effects of

this (present) commitment to imple-
ment Öcalan`s proposal. (Öktem, 2014) 



operations of PKK has lessened
and the Turkish government has
finally expressed readiness for ne-
gotiations with Abdullah Öcalan,
the leader of PKK[18] . 

But following these promising
events another destabilisation
factor for the Kurdish question
came in the form of militant Is-
lamic movement ISIS. Growing
due to the security loophole cre-
ated by the American invasion of
Iraq (which eliminated any state
security forces worth- mention-
ing and introduced the Shiite led
government in Baghdad for the
majority of Sunni population),
and having its roots in the west-
ern support for the anti- Assad let
militant fighters in Syria, this ex-
tremist Sunni force has swiftly
gained territories from Iraq to
Syria, pressing onto the Syria-
Turkish border, where the major-
ity population are Kurds.

The border city of Kobane and its
inhabitants soon found them-
selves at the heart of the battle,
with the city representing a prime
example for a complex geopoliti-
cal crossing not just for Turkey
and Kurds, but also for Shiite-
Sunni religious divide and the im-
pacts of the western foreign pol-
icy in the Middle East.
Unfortunately, Turkey is now ex-
periencing a spill over effect from
the Syrian crisis and the ISIS gain-
ing momentum in the Middle
East and the violence between
the government and Kurds have

sparkled once again after 2 years
of effective cease fire (Global
Conflict Tracker, 2015). 

In the overall chaos that is slowly
deteriorating the region, accom-
panied with a huge emigration
crisis, pressing on Turkey, violent
activities between the govern-
mental security forces and Kur-
dish separatists is on the rise
again. 

With the security and stability of
the region on the rocks, there are
resurrected talks of the Kurdish
state that could be formed in the
chaos currently existing in the re-
gion. Not surprisingly, that has
deteriorated relations between
Turkey and its ethnic minority,
bringing concern to many other
prominent political and security
figures in the world.  

GENERAL IMPLICATIONS OF
THE TERRITORIAL CONFLICTS

To conclude, the territorial con-
flicts in the region are manifold.
Whether they are separatist
movements, ethnical grievances
or terrorist activities, they all add
to instability of the general busi-
ness environment, threatening
the exploitation and transporta-
tion of Caspian oil and gas re-
serves. Additionally, these
disputes might serve as catalyst
for transnational crime and act as
major political risk which might
deter all forms of investment into
the region. (Nuriyev (2007), p.
157)
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OTHER SECURITY CONCERNS

esides territorial
conflicts, there are
three other major
security concerns in
the respective area

of the Caspian and Central Asia.
One is terrorism activity and the
proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction (WMS) that is escalat-
ing in the light of the progress of
ISIS in the Middle East. The other
is the problem with drug traffick-
ing in the Central Asia and the last
one is not that commonly men-
tioned problem of environmental
security, that is understandably in
contrast to the much more pow-
erful energy industry and ex-
ploitation. 

Alongside with border disputes
of different means and origins,
these issues, too, can be of great
concern for the overall economic
development of the Caspian,
which can be maximized only in
a stable in secure environment.

B TERRORISM AND THE 
PROLIFERATION OF WMD

The Caspian states see terrorism
as one of the major foreign and
domestic threats, not just in polit-
ical sense for threatening the piv-
otal state institutions but also in
economic terms, since terrorist
actions can target major pipeline
infrastructure in the process of
gaining their goals or widespread
attention.  Ever since 9/11, all of
them (with the exception of Iran)
have tightened their security
measures in response to this
threat. These measures include
the adoption and ratification of
related legal documents, prose-
cution of individuals, suspected
to be a part of a terrorism net-
work or activity, the conduct of
various law- enforcement activi-
ties, increase in training programs
for security personnel and the es-
tablishment of counter- terrorism
centres. (Shadrina (2006), p.3) 
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In the case of countering terror-
ism and proliferation of WMS, the
US recognized a superb opportu-
nity to insert themselves in the
region through offering a helping
hand to former Soviet republics,
surrounding the Caspian. They
have introduced the Second line
of defence program and the
Caspian Sea Maritime Interdic-
tion, among others. Both pro-
grams are mainly focused on
uncovering possible illicit traffick-
ing of radioactive material, with
the Maritime Interdiction pro-
gram being focused on the
Caspian basin maritime border
between Azerbaijan and Kaza-
khstan. (Al- Rodham (2007), p.32) 

Also active on the field of anti-
terrorism is the SCO, whose initial
purpose was precisely the com-
bating of terrorism in Russia and
China alike. In Russia, the issue is
especially serious due to the al-
ready outlined conflicts in Chech-
nya and the Republic of
Dagestan. All other Caspian lit-
toral states, that still have a vivid
memory on the support some of
their citizens displayed for the Tal-
iban in Afghanistan, are now wit-
nessing a rise in support for the
ISIS movement in the Middle
East, especially in Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan. 

Combating the threat of terror-
ism has also resulted in the mili-
tarization of the area surrounding
the Caspian basin. This can be
considered as a dangerous devel-
opment, since the accessible
weaponry and military force
makes it all the more easier to
shift from diplomatic measures to
military one in a region that is al-
ready battered by many other se-
rious security considerations. 

DRUG TRAFFICKING 

The region has witnessed a sub-
stantial increase of illicit drug traf-
ficking from Afghanistan after the
invasion of the US- led coalition
force. To this day, it still represents
a major destabilizing factor, as
the Caspian countries continue to
be a pivotal transit route for Euro-
pean and Asian markets alike. 
To combat the grave issue, there
has been a vivid cooperation
among all the Caspian littoral
countries. A major step forward
was the decision of the Caspian
littoral and other Central Asian
states, to establish a Central Asia
Regional Information and Coordi-
nation centre in the city of Al-
maty, Kazakhstan. The centre is
also supported by the UN Office
on Drugs and Crime. (Shadrina
(2006), p.5)
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ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY 

In any region in the world, rich in
natural resources, environmental
concern is of secondary meaning
and the same goes for the
Caspian basin. The mere process
of exploitation and the amount of
profit that is channelling from
every possible aspect of this in-
dustry are making it practically
impossible to generate any signif-
icant difference when it comes to
preserving the environment. The
pollution of the Caspian waters
and the imbalances in the ecosys-
tem are already visible, but for the
foreseeable future it is hard to ex-
pect things to be divergent in any
aspect. Considering these major
and powerful interests at play, we
also have to mention the wide-
spread corruption in the govern-
mental apparatus of the
countries in question, which
makes the task of environmental
protection even harder. 

Unfortunately, the world has yet
to witness the proper balancing
between exploitation of natural
resources and preserving the sur-
rounding natural environment.
And along with the world, so
does the Caspian. 



Table 1: Major treaties concluded between the Russian Empire (later Soviet Union) and Persia
(later Iran) prior to 1991

Treaty of Resht  |  13 February 1729  | This first Russo-Persian treaty regarding the Caspian Sea estab-
lished freedom of commerce and navigation for both parties and regulated the cession of certain Persian
territories to Russia.

Treaty of Gulistan  |  12 October 1813  | Bringing the first Russo-Persian War (1804-13) to an end, this
settlement granted equal navigation rights to the commercial fleet of both states while reserving exclusive
military navigation rights to Russia.

Treaty of Turkomanchai  |  22 February 1828  |  After the second Russo-Persian War (1826-28), the Treaty
of Gulistan was superseded by this agreement. Essentially, it reiterated Russia’s exclusive right of military
navigation on the Caspian Sea.

Treaty of Friendship   |  26 February 1921  |  Following the emergence of the Soviet Union, the 1921
Treaty of Friendship became the new basis for bilateral relations with Persia (called Iran since 1935). By
declaring all previous agreements null and void, the Russian domination on the Caspian Sea was lifted
(at least on the paper) and Persia’s equal rights of navigation, both for military and commercial purposes,
restored. The issue of delimitation of sovereignty was not addressed, yet it proposed the establishment
of a special commission for that matter.

Non-Aggression and Neutrality pact  |  1927  | Both sides agreed not to get involved in any political al-
liances that might threaten the security of the Caspian Sea. 

Treaty of Establishment, Commerce and Navigation  |  27 August 1935  |  Besides reiterated key pro-
visions from previous agreements (freedom of navigation, exclusion from third states), this treaty estab-
lished a ten-mile national zone in which the states were granted exclusive fishing rights. Beyond this limit,
freedom of fishing prevailed.

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation  |  25 March 1940  | Replacing the preceding agreement, the 1940
Treaty of Commerce and Friendship confirmed the principle of flag equality and free transportation, the
exclusion of third-state citizens, and the existence of the 10- mile national fishing zone along the Caspian
Sea. Also mentioned are marine scientific research, oil and gas exploitation and drilling in the areas near
the coastline mentioned, but in a very unclear way. There was also no delimitation line established; the
Caspian is regarded as Soviet and Iranian Sea. 

Treaty on border regime  |  14 May 1957  |  This treaty served to establish the mechanisms for reconciling
border conflicts and to specify land borders. As in all previous cases, though, the delimitation of sea bound-
ary was not addressed.

Aerial Agreement  |  1964  |  Apart from creating a flight information zone, this document made reference
to a sea border line that connected the soil on both sides from Astara to the port of Husseingholi.

Sources: Akiner (2004), pp. 17-9; Diba (2006), pp. 7-13; Janusz (2005), p. 2.
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concluded, de facto establishing
the beginning on Russian geopo-
litical supremacy in the Caspian
region. (Raczka (2000), pp. 201-2)

With the creation of the Soviet
Union, a new legal framework,
the Treaty of Friendship was ne-
gotiated in 1921, declaring all
previous agreements void.
(Mehdiyoun (2000), n.p.a.) Fol-
lowing Treaties of Establishment,
Commerce and Navigation (1935)
on the one hand, the Treaty of
Commerce and Navigation
(1940), the Treaty on border
regime (1957) and the subse-
quent Aerial Agreement, the ini-
tial obligations of 1921 treaty
were further reiterated, addition-
ally, establishing consensus over
matters previously not covered.

However, with the collapse of So-
viet Union, the legal validity of
the existing legal framework prior
to 1991 became seriously chal-
lenged and to great extent even
obsolete, no longer reflecting the
realities within the region[19] . 

STATUS-RELATED DISPUTES

nnumerable negotiation
rounds have been held in
order to determine the
legal framework applica-
ble to the Caspian Sea.

Affecting both the development
and ownership rights for gas de-
posits, the implications reach to
topics such as environmental
protection, navigation of the wa-
ters and fishing. 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS
PRIOR TO 1991

The year 1991 does not only rep-
resent a key date in world history,
but it also left a deep imprint on
the Caspian Basin. After all, the
number of riparian states in-
creased from two to five, virtually
overnight, following the disap-
pearance of the Soviet Union as a
single subject of international
law. 
The first sources addressing the
legal status of the Caspian Sea
date back to the 18th and 19th
century, when first treaties be-
tween Russia and Persia were  

I
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would bring forth the application
of the 1982 United Nation Con-
vention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS). Following this action,
the Caspian Sea would be divided
in respective corridors, determin-
ing the applicable rights and ob-
ligations both for littoral states
and the third parties. (Janis
(2003), pp. 220-2). That would in
effect mean the division of the
Caspian into: 
1.)Territorial waters, stretching 12
nautical miles from the shore; 
2.)Between 200-350 nautical
miles of continental shelf (de-
pending on the configuration of
the continental margin);
3.)Exclusive economic zones, that
extend from the edge of the ter-
ritorial sea waters up to no more
than 200 nautical miles (230
miles) into the open sea[20] . 

This division, considering the fact
that the Caspian width does not
extend 435 miles, would neces-
sarily mean the overlap of differ-
ent state economic zones and
continental shelves, giving way to
inter-state bargaining. Even ac-
cording to UNCLOS, in this case,
the “delimitation of the continen-
tal shelf...shall be effected by an
agreement on the basis of inter-
national law...in order to achieve
an equitable solution”. 
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That being said, the Caspian
basin has become the stage of a
unique multinational mixture of
economic, political, energy and
environmental concerns, where
the division in any way has, for
now, proven to not balance prop-
erly between the areal (the sole
share of the Caspian) and utility
(economic) claims of the parties
in conflict. But since the exploita-
tion of the resources, hidden in
the Caspian, became an urgent
reality in the 2000s, the states
chose to distance themselves
from the international regime
and seek other effective solutions
under which they can divide their
respective energy reserves. Nev-
ertheless, the lack of usage of in-
ternational law also inevitably
means more manoeuvring space
for power play and self- interest.
(Zimnitskaya and Von Geldern
(2010), p. 2) 

PRESENT LEGAL OPTIONS
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

Following the increase in number
of Caspian littoral states, calls for
the alternative legal options were
made, most importantly either
determining the legal status of
Caspian Sea or insisting on the
condominium approach. Classify-
ing the Caspian Sea as “sea”, 

[19] Iran has repeatedly rejected the
view that with the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, the legal vaccum has

been created in the Caspian.  Instead,
it has emphasized on more than one

occasion that the newly independent
states are subject to the old Soviet

treaties according to the Vienna Con-
vention on Succession of States in re-

spect to Treaties. This view has been
strongly denied by Azerbaijan, Kaza-

khstan and Turkmenistan. Iran has
later on, in accordance to the old So-
viet- Iran treaties` substance (rights,

given to then Persia, were undeniably
greater than what Iran has today:

Caspian was closed to all vessels but
Soviet and Iranian and the latter

countries exercised full sovereignty
on their half of the basin), strictly fol-
lowed the imperative that Caspian is

a lake; mainly because that gives him
much more sovereign power over the

Caspian resources and also elimi-
nates the danger of American vessels
in the Caspian, that could gain rights

for presence with the application of
UNCLOS.

[20] Within this area, the coastal
state has exclusive exploitation rights
over all natural resources. While terri-

torial waters grant full state sover-
eignty, the exclusive economic zones

grant sovereign rights to exploit re-
sources to a certain state, but not the

sovereignty over the waters of the
EEC.



And in this process, the most
powerful states in the area would
have the biggest upper-hand in
the bargaining. Nevertheless,
considering that UNCLOS has
been accepted and ratified[21]
only by Russia[22] , the complex-
ity of defining the status of Don-
Volga system and the
incompleteness of the solution in
UNCLOS offered for Caspian, the
UNCLOS rather serves as a point
for guidance. 

On the opposite, classification of
the Caspian Sea as “lake” is com-
plicated both by the absence of
international convention on the
issue and the lack of international
practise, even if covered by cus-
tomary law. (Dekmejian et al.
(2001), p. 22) We can add that the
most common practise on the
matter is the division of the water
plateau into equal areal portions,
inside which states exercise full
sovereignty; in the sovereignty
sense, drawing a border on an
inner water surface is similar to
drawing land borders.In compar-
ison to the solution under the
provisions of UNCLOS, that
means the division of national
sectors under this principle
would grant the states greater
degree of control than those ap-
plied under UNCLOS (ibid) and
therefore no room for political
bargaining. 

This also leaves the door closed
for the international community,
and with that foreign trade and
military presence, along with
large petroleum companies. 

Last discussed option, the condo-
minium status, which is defined
as conjoint ownership over a ter-
ritory, is usually seen to be of
temporary nature and as a last re-
sort, when other forms of negoti-
ating a border agreement fail.
This solution for the Caspian was
initially urged by Russia and Iran,
which was not adequate enough
to be the final solution for the di-
vision of the Basin, as the estab-
lishment of such practice would
require explicit consent of all lit-
toral states. (Raczka (2000), pp.
209-10) The newcomers to the
Caspian club, Azerbaijan, Turk-
menistan and Kazakhstan, which
all have relatively long Caspian
coastal lines and are heavily de-
pendent on the Caspian energy
resources, have been advocating
strongly against the idea[23]  and
today, the condominium option
seems least plausible of all.  
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[21] The UNCLOS provisions are also
strongly supported by Azerbaijan;

the division of the water and seabed
into national sectors, roughly pro-

portional to each state`s entitled
coastline, would grant Azerbaijan

with the 20,7% of the Caspian.
[22] At this point, we have to add

that Russia did not except »the proce-
dures…entailing binding decisions

with respect to disputes….relating to
sea boundary delimitations, or those

involving historic bays or titles; dis-
putes concerning military activities

by government vessels and aircrafts,
and disputes concerning law- en-

forcement activities in regard to the
exercise of sovereign rights or juris-

diction…« This was done to prevent
any international judicial or arbitra-

tional jurisdiction over territorial dis-
putes and to preserve their sovereign
power to create admiralty law, either

via domestic legislation or bi- and
multilateral treaties with other

Caspian countries. Iran has expressed
similar impediments upon signing

the treaty (the treaty has not yet
been ratified since). 



PRINCIPLES OF DELIMITATION

With regards to legal dispute, the
decision on negotiating their re-
spective borders remained to the
five riparian states. Bearing in
mind the value of hydrocarbon
resources hidden, each party set
to maximize their respective
share in the body of water. (Diba
(2006), pp. 46-7) Proposals on the
division of Caspian Sea into the
equal states or referring to the
pre-1991 practice of 1964 agree-
ment with Iran were largely con-
tested. The most favourable
method resulted in the division of
the Sea according to modified
median line trend, taking into ac-
count the geographical peculiar-
ities. The latter was later
successfully integrated into vari-
ous agreements among the lit-
toral states. (Lee (2005), p. 44-5)

PRESENT AND FUTURE 
OUTLOOK

As of the new millennium, the al-
ready mentioned important shift
took place in the legal division of
the Caspian Basin. The northern
part of the seabed was de facto
divided between Russia, Azerbai-
jan and Kazakhstan in 2003; how-
ever it is unclear whether Iran and
Turkmenistan will compromise
on the issue.

Considering the frequent border
disputes, namely between Azer-
baijan and Iran in the recent past
and the absence of de jure divi-
sion of the Basin, the situation
needs unanimous settlement in
order to avoid future conflicts
and to attract foreign investment.
One of the most publicized trans-
Caspian initiatives, the 23rd  

TABLE 2: KEY DATA REGARDING THE DIVISION OF THE CASPIAN BASIN

meeting of the  Special Working
Group on the Caspian Sea in 2008
and the “Caspian 5” Summit in
2010, both held in Baku, have in
contrary to public expectations
not yet delivered a feasible solu-
tion. On the occasion of the No-
vember 2010 summit, an
agreement on the security issues
was signed however, the issue of
legal status of the Caspian was
once again postponed for a deci-
sion in the future. 

The 2010 Baku summit reflected
the current status quo – rather fo-
cusing on the pipeline develop-
ments such as Nabucco,
Trans-Caspian initiatives and the
future possible revenues, the 5 lit-
toral states have left the issue of
unsolved status and resource is-
sues of Caspian out of scope.
(Amineh and Guang 2012, p.58)
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THE CASPIAN SUMMIT 2014

It took the world by surprise
when, by the end of September,
2014, the latest in the string of
meetings on the status of the
Caspian Sea actually showed re-
sults. The five rulers of the
Caspian littoral states declared
the Caspian a “Sea of peace and
friendship” (Belinksi, 2014), but
with a special clause assuring the
inadmissibility of any foreign mil-
itary presence in the Caspian,
therefore ruling out any possible
future deployment of NATO
forces. The decision that no NATO
flag will ever be hoisted  above
the Caspian waters was accompa-
nied by Iran`s President
Rouhani`s words: “There is con-
sensus among all the Caspian Sea
littoral states that they are capa-
ble of maintaining the security of
the Caspian Sea and military
forces of no foreign country must
enter the sea”  (Dettoni, (2014),
n.p.a.).  

Clearly, this is an important
geostrategic victory for Russia
and Iran, for it comes at a fragile
time for both countries in ques-
tion; the civil war in Ukraine has
severely damaged Russia`s rela-
tions with the west, and Iran is
still in the midst of very harsh
sanctions due to the nuclear pro-
gramme.  The agreed upon sub-
ject matter of the declaration also
revealed perhaps an even greater
achievement, clear delimitation
formulation for the Caspian Sea 

seabed which entitles each lit-
toral state to a 15 miles stretch of
sovereign rights over the seabed.
The latter therefore concludes
the legal feud, extending from
the early days of the breakup of
the Soviet Union, giving each
state a green light to exploit what
some analysts believe are the sec-
ond largest reserves of oil and gas
on the planet. The statement of
these principles has been agreed
upon and the real deal is suppos-
edly to be signed by the end of
the year 2015 in Kazakhstan. And
unmistakably, this will be the sin-
gle most important regional de-
velopment that occurred in the
last 25 years. 

Other important sidekicks to the
agreement include: 

-railroad infrastructure plan to en-
circle the Caspian and intercon-
nect all the major ports,
consequently cutting the trans-
formation time in half

-emergency prevention and re-
sponse agreement, highlighting
the future joint efforts in re-
sponding to emergencies in the
Caspian, with scheduled joint ex-
ercises of response units of all the
five littoral states in 2016, de-
signed to test capabilities, level
and nature of cooperation be-
tween the nations (Belinksi,
2014). 
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[23] The defiance is reasonable, since
Russia and Iran would gain the most

with this solution considering that
both already have vast natural re-

sources elsewhere in addition to Iran
exercises sovereignty only on a fairly

small portion of the Caspian coast-
line. After Russia`s change of hearts

regarding condominium issue, due to
attempts to improve the relationship

with Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan,
Iran was left without an ally. Keeping

this in mind, Iran opted for strongly
supporting the “lake” solution, be-

cause like the condominium one, it
still rewards Iran with a considerable

portion of the Caspian. 





n the context of the re-
gion, the previously out-
lined territorial, ethnic
and status-related issues
pose a significant politi-

cal risk both to the countries and
foreign investors alike. In the
OECD risk rating, ranging from 0
(very low risk) to 7 (very high risk),
all the Caspian littoral states rank
as rather high-risk environments,
which can mainly be explained
by inefficient governing and lack
of strong institutions. (OECD) Fur-
thermore, the perceivably high
corruption ranking by the Cor-
ruption Perception Index (CPI),
published by the Berlin-based
NGO Transparency International
(TI), further evidences this partic-
ular problem, mentioned in pre-
vious chapters. With regards to
economic risks, the Dutch Dis-
ease, the uneven distribution of
wealth and increasing unemploy-
ment pose a significant threat to
the economic stability of the re-
gion. 

The rankings of states by the WB
Ease of Doing Business Index,
Economic Freedom of the World
Index and the Global Competi-
tiveness Index reflect the lack of
economic freedom, due to the ar-
bitrariness of the national sys-
tems. 
Last, from the legal perspective,
the unresolved status of the
Caspian Sea, still contributes to
main risk factor for both local and
foreign businesses and stake-
holders. Equally important to
mention, however, are the arbi-
trary and unpredictable acts in
administrative tasks, both for
taxes, licences and existing con-
tracts. (WB (2006), p. 6) On the
positive note, the use of Produc-
tion Sharing Agreements (PSA),
whereby “the State awards an in-
vestor the exclusive right to
search, prospect and extract re-
sources for defined period of
time”,  has proven to ease the un-
stable legal environment. (Akiner
(2004), p. 149). 

RISK ANALYSIS OF THE
CASPIAN BASIN

I
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he key aspects of
energy security are
manifold. The abil-
ity to buy at a rela-
tively stable and

reasonable price, thus eliminat-
ing the destabilizing effects of
price volatility is without a doubt
one of the key challenges of en-
ergy security. The reliability of
supplies is another pivotal issue
and is comprised of efforts to pre-
vent any disruptions for various
reasons, for example embargos,
civil unrests, acts of terror, tech-
nological malfunctions etc. With
reliable supply in mind, one of
the key things is also the diversi-
fication of supplies, for over- de-
pendency on only one supplier
poses a significantly larger addi-
tional risk of political and eco-
nomic leverage being extorter on
the consumer nation.  Diversifica-
tion of supplies is greatly inter-
twined with the effective
diplomacy and attaining of for-
eign policy goals.  

Least but most certainly not least
is the strategic importance of
transport routes, mainly through
a well developed network of
pipelines. Regular maintenance,
extensions, research and devel-
opment activities, innovation and
environmental considerations are
therefore additional key chal-
lenges in the quest for energy se-
curity. 
The security of demand is also a
crucial factor, emphasizing a sta-
ble market and close commercial
ties among suppliers and cus-
tomers. The best approach to en-
ergy security is therefore a
comprehensive and cooperative
framework for balancing and at-
taining the interests of both pro-
ducing and consuming parties
(Amineh/Houweling  (2007),  p.
375). The Caspian energy re-
serves, concentrated mostly in
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turk-
menistan can contrary to earlier
beliefs merely act as a diversifica-
tion in the world market. 

ENERGY RESERVES 
AND TRANSPORTATION

T
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In 2012, relative to the world, the
Caspian share constituted 3, 4 %
of global oil production and 20 %
of total world gas production
(Table 3 and 4). However with the
increase of Azeri and Kazakh oil
production and Azeri gas produc-
tion, the latter two will increase
their importance in the export
markets. 

Due to the landlocked nature of
the Caspian Basin, the NISs are
dependent on at least one adja-
cent country in order to be able
to export oil and gas. Tradition-
ally, the infrastructure has been
dominated by Russian state-
owned pipeline monopolist how-
ever, this was contradicting the
needs of the NIS, who seek inde-
pendence for implementing their
energy deals. (Goldwin/Kalicki
(2005), pp. 150-1) The figure 4
demonstrates pipelines not con-
trolled by Russia- most notably,
the Baku- Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) oil
pipeline and the parallel gas
counterpart South Caucasus
Pipeline (SCP, also known as BTE-
Baku- Tbilisi- Erzurum), are of
great importance. 

Upon opening the BTC pipeline,
it was regarded as the largest ex-
porting pipeline in the world,
spanning over 1040 miles of ter-
rain. The building trajectory rep-
resents the more
environmentally harmful and
construction- wise more difficult
terrain, for it had to avoid Russian
territory altogether. 
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But consequently, the infrastruc-
ture itself is regarded as unique
for the connection of the land-
locked Caspian with the Mediter-
ranean waters, hence of utmost
importance for Europe`s desire to
diversify the energy supply; not
to forget that with the BTC[24] ,
Europe gained access to the very
heart of Central Eurasia. This
strategic economic cooperation
also explains why partnership
with NATO and EU is one of high-
est priorities for the newly inde-
pendent Soviet republics on the
one hand, and also for the North-
Atlantic alliance and the EU itself
on the other. (Zimnitskaya and
Von Geldern (2010), p. 11) Not
surprising, when regarding the
future, the plans for westward ex-
tension of SCP to Central Eu-
rope[25]  and construction of
trans-Caspian oil and/or gas
pipeline, transporting the Kazakh
and/or Turkmen reserves via the
BTC and SCP are of great interest
for the West, mostly the EU. (Cran-
dall (2006), pp. 39-40)

Last, due to the heavy reliance on
oil and gas sector in the respec-
tive economies of five Caspian
states, prudent administration is
of utmost importance. Especially
in the case of Azerbaijan and
Kazakhstan, there is high risk for
falling to Dutch Disease[26] . Sta-
bilisation oil funds, set in those
countries, were introduced in
order to help save the profit and
for proper use of gained in-
come[27] . 



FIGURE 5: CASPIAN PIPELINES NOT UNDER RUSSIAN CONTROL

Source: Economist (2005a), n.p.a.
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Both solutions have been liable
to waves of criticism; the IGA due
to the above mentioned lack of
prudent administration and cor-
rupt governments, and the HGA
because of tendency to taking
precedence over domestic legis-
lation, thus allowing the oil inter-
ests surpassing standard
legislative regimes on oil and gas
exploitation and environmental
protection. HGAs are part of inter-
national investments agreements
under international law, usually
of extremely volatile nature; it is
standard procedure to include a
clause, stating that the agreed
upon standards are not static but
will evolve over time. 

This essentially allows oil interests
to surpass standard legislative
regimes on oil and gas exploita-
tion and environmental protec-
tion issues. Additionally, the host
governments are not allowed to
challenge the decisions made in
the name of “evolving conditions”
due to the possible damaging “ef-
fects on the economic equilib-
rium” of the project, therefore
representing a clear danger to na-
tional sovereignty. (Zimnitskaya
and Von Geldern (2010), p. 11)  
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However, due to complexity and
varying political will, these funds
often fail to achieve their goal.
(Crandall (2006), p. 53)
One must also bear in mind that
when it comes to these large,
super- projects, the issue tends to
lie with the absence of proper
regulations over these construc-
tions. There are two ways for
managing such regulations: Inter-
Governmental Agreement be-
tween the countries directly in-
volved or a series of Host
Government Agreements be-
tween the states in question and
the corporations –led consortium
(originally meant for reducing the
risks of investing into unstable re-
gions and avoiding the incompe-
tency, inefficiency or corruption
of local governments). 

FIGURE 6: CAPACITIES OF SELECTED OIL PIPELINED FROM
THE CASPIAN SEA REGION, 2001-2015

Source: EIA 2015 

[24] Although, all this elaborate en-
ergy planning on the western side

may quickly turn sour, since Azerbai-
jan and Russia are discussing the op-

tion of pumping Russian oil into the
pipeline.  

[25] Which were already shattered
with the death of the Nabucco

pipeline project in 2014.



PIPELINE STRATEGIES 

When it comes to considering
transnational pipeline projects,
there are four paramount factors
to be reckoned with. Their inter-
play is usually what facilitates or
hinders planning, construction,
operation and therefore accounts
for eventual demise of oil and gas
international pipeline projects. 

The physics of fuel transport 
The first and most difficult to
work around are the mere physics
of fuel transport. Primarily, syn-
chronizing the anticipated and
realistic volumes of production,
available capacity of transmission
with the future level of market
demand is, when it comes to pure
mechanics of it, a task reserved
for engineers. Not to forget, of
course, the political and eco-
nomic drivers behind each
pipeline decision. The physics of
fuel transport therefore assist us
in recognizing what is possible to
do with regards to each respec-
tive pipeline plan and how can
the plan to be executed correctly
and effectively. In this regard, an
important subject to be ac-
quainted with are the trade-offs
between transportation by
tankers versus the pipeline trans-
mission. When it comes to short
distances, it is usually more eco-
nomical to transport energy re-
serves by high- pressure pipeline
than transport them liquefied in
a refrigerated taker ships. 

But when it comes to crude oil,
approximately 60 % of all transits
are made with the utilization of
tanker ships. Also worth consid-
ering is that gas carries less en-
ergy per unit volume than other
hydrocarbon reserves, which
makes gas pipelines a less lucra-
tive to operate. Finally, contem-
plating on safety hazards, natural
gas is a more dangerous fuel to
transport and the whole con-
struction must therefore adhere
to much higher safety standards,
making it a more costly business.
Accordingly, the physics of fuel
transport help us also in defining
the costs, benefits and efficien-
cies of different competing trans-
port systems (Kandiyoti (2012), p.
xxx) 

Fuel demand
The fuel demand can be recog-
nized as the most important fac-
tor, affecting the transmission
chain. During these last couple of
decades, the demand for oil has
grown steadily, but surely. When
considering the demand in corre-
lation to the pipeline systems, we
have to consider extension to ex-
isting projects, building new
pipelines and the consequences
of regional demand- shifts. With
this in mind, we can add that
some already extensive pipeline
networks have the ability to
match supplyto geographically
shifting demand, clearly shown 

when thinking about the Soviet
pipeline system.  

But not oil but gas demand has
lately been the main driver be-
hind the sprout of many new
projects, not only because of the
rise in customer`s demand but
because of the reconsideration
about costly transport liquefied
natural gas in ship tankers. The
latter has shifted much of the
world`s attention to creating new
of expanding old gas pipeline
systems (Kandiyoti (2012), p. xxx).
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Geopolitical bottlenecks
Many of the issues behind
pipeline planning and execution
of plans lies in the geopolitical
calculations, involved in each of
the respective projects. While the
whole of the energy transmission
projects might be originally
driven by the demands and
guided according to the laws of
physics, they are ultimately deter-
mined within the geopolitical
context. Political and economic
reasons and gains, behind every
major new pipeline considera-
tion, are precisely what makes or
breaks each pipeline project. 

The epochal change 
Radical and groundbreaking
changes in the international com-
munity are also one of the hall-
marks of altering geopolitical
reality taking place, affecting
everything else on the line. And
the latest such epochal change
occurred with the fall of the So-
viet Union, drastically changing
relations between Europe and
Central Asia. Accordingly, this also
has a profound impact on an im-
portant sidekick to these new re-
alities, energy transportation
from an energy rich Central Asia
to energy hungry Europe. 

Competing interests and scope of
influences began in the former
Soviet Republics, the newcomers
to the energy rich Caspian club.
The struggle for dominance and
competing strategies linger on to
this day and it is not highly likely
that this will ever change (Kandiy-
oti (2012), p. xxxii). 
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[26] Dutch disease is an over depend-
ence on natural resources, conse-

quently resulting in failure to
effectively develop other sectors of

the state economy.
[27] In Azerbaijan, the visible effect of

these stabilization funds was wit-
nessed in 2012, when growth in the

non- oil sector surpassed the growth
in the oil sector for the first time (Pi-

variu (2014), p. 177). 



U is evidently a
major player on the
international energy
market, being
among the world’s

largest importers of oil and gas.
Since the local production in the
North Sea oil and gas fields has
long passed its peak times of pro-
duction, the reliance on non- EU
energy supply will increase even
more in the future, therefore it
has become indispensable for EU
member states to integrate en-
ergy aspects into their relations
with third countries. An addi-
tional layer of complexity has
been added by the energy- hun-
gry emerging economies of
China and India that are adding
pressure to the already question-
able guarantees of future energy
supply security, because world
consumer states are competing
for the same pool of resources
around the globe.

With the intention to match the
current energy policy priorities,
the EU has identified the cooper-
ation with Caspian region as one
of the means to reach these tar-
gets. The general legal frame-
work, except in the case of Iran,
governing the political, legal and
trade relationships is the Partner-
ship and Cooperation Agree-
ments (PCA). With the main aim
of stronger presence within the
region, the EU has initiated sev-
eral collaboration platforms: The
Transport Corridor Europe-Cau-
casus Asia (TRACECA) in 1993,
The Interstate Oil and Gas Trans-
port to Europe (INOGATE) in 1995,
the Energy Charter Treaty in 1997
and The Baku Initiative in 2004.

EU-CASPIAN RELATIONS AND
ENERGY SECURITY

E
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However, despite the strong ef-
forts of EU in the region, taking
into account the full capacity of
the Caspian States to produce en-
ergy, the importance of the
Caspian reserves should not be
overestimated. Even though the
export volumes are not at its peak
and the strong interests from the
NIS states to cooperate with the
west are seen as positive, the po-
tential access to the reserves
should be seen rather as a step
towards greater diversification.
Even though production as well
as export volumes is expected to
increase noticeably, the Caspian
Sea region cannot yet compete to
or substitute for other key energy
producers like the Middle east.
Adding to the pile of issues is the
landlocked nature of the Caspian
basin, which in turn creates fairly
high production and transporta-
tion costs and consequently puts
local gas and oil supply at a dis-
advantage when compared to
other sources. 
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But taking into consideration Eu-
rope`s high dependency on Rus-
sia as a main energy supplier, the
Caspian Basin resources could in
retrospect make a vital contribu-
tion to the EU energy security.
With diversifying its energy sup-
ply and infrastructure portfolio,
EU would benefit with a much
stronger bargaining position to-
wards energy supplier countries
and even profit from lower prices
Russia would be forces to set to
hold the compatible card advan-
tage.  But it is very important to
understand that the Caspian lit-
toral states and their respective
energy supplies cannot consti-
tute for the main source of Euro-
pean energy supply therefore the
“Russia factor” should not be the
main driving force behind the EU-
Caspian relations. 
Last, in addition to the EU, the
presence of other global players
such as Japan, China, the US and
Turkey has to be taken into ac-
count. 

Even though Japan´s position in
the region could be seen rather
as provider of development aid,
and in case of Turkey the relation-
ship is portrayed as both cultural
and economic, the presence of
US and China is the signal of their
growing need for energy in order
to satisfy the increasing demand.
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FIGURE 8: NABUCCO AND ITS TIMELINE

Source: www.nabucco-pipeline.com

FIGURE 9: PLANNED SOUTH STREAM AND NABUCCO GAS PIPELINES 

Source: Flores (2014)



abucco was the
natural gas
pipeline project,
envisioned to con-
nect the Caspian

resources with the European mar-
ket and has, in the context of pre-
viously stated goals, enjoyed full
support by the EU as official
means of diversification of energy
supply. Stretching from Turkey to
Austria, crossing Romania, Bul-
garia and Hungary, the initial plan
saw provision of natural gas
mainly from Azerbaijan, but also
Turkmenistan, Iran, Iraq and
Egypt. The Nabucco project was
therefore, in accordance with the
European aspiration, set to trans-
port natural gas to Europe from
just about everywhere, expect for
Russia. Lead by the Nabucco Gas
Pipeline GmbH, the company
acted as a Transmission System
Operator (TSO), providing techni-
cal and logistical infrastructure to
the project. 

As demonstrated on the Figure 8,
the construction phase was sup-
posed to start in 2012 and the es-
timated start of operations was
expected to be due earliest in
2015. Given the maximum capac-
ity of Nabucco, 31 bcm, the proj-
ect could thus contribute some
4.4 % of the total required gas
supply. 

In the first phase of the project,
Azerbaijan agreed to feed the
pipeline with 8bcm of gas (but
later on, the government did not
increase production in the Shah
Deniz gas fields in time to meet
the requirements); the second
phase was planned to introduce
gas from other Central Asian
countries, while in the third phase
the pipeline would get steady gas
inflows from Iran, Iraq, possibly
even Egypt. Nevertheless, this
over-optimism represented only
one layer of the overall issue with
the Nabucco pipeline. 

N

STUDY CASE: DEATH OF THE
NABUCCO PIPELINE AND 
THE ROAD AHEAD 
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Others included the strategic ri-
valry in Russian proposed South
Stream, because the two
pipelines targeted same markets
and follow extremely similar
routes (three out of five countries,
envisioned to be along the
Nabucco pipeline, are also part of
the South Stream proposed
pipeline). Additionally, the whole
project has been facing criticism
from several angles. Considered
as unique means for diversifying
from Russian market, the project
was often cited as being politi-
cally motivated (and therefore
pushing the commercial value of
the project on the side in com-
parison). In fact, signalling the im-
portance of the project to the EU,
Nabucco was given an official ex-
emption from the EU competi-
tion rules in 2008. 

The financing of the two projects
also merits examination because
we have to consider that since
the Nabucco pipeline was sup-
posed to be privately financed, it
had to show commercial value,
while Russian Gazprom has never
had a problem financing any al-
ternative pipeline in accord with
Moscow`s strategic goals. (Marke-
tos (2009), p.16-17)

Disregarded in the South Stream
planning though was strategic
(energy) gaming of the EU. This
political bargaining halted the
South Stream project and pro-
nounced it dead in late 2014. 

The pragmatic reasons for this
decision were the continuous ob-
structions, posed by the Bulgar-
ian government (which many
believe were orchestrated and
supported from Brussels). Hence-
forth Russia declared her with-
drawal from the South Stream
pipeline and immediately started
focusing on Chinese markets and
securing new deals with Turkey. If
EU thought to gain with this
move, these recent events show
it might be a grand miscalcula-
tion. Not surprisingly, the North-
ern leg of the Russian project,
North Stream, which is covering
energy needs of Germany and
bypassing Ukraine, Poland and
the Baltic states, is fully opera-
tional. 

The latter clearly demonstrates
the political wisdom of those
leaders, who can still afford to ex-
ercise it in the powerplay[28]  tak-
ing place inside the EU. At this
point, we can paraphrase the
premise of the “EU of two speeds”
and divide the member countries
to the ones that can still accept
their own strategic decisions and
the ones that are left blindly fol-
lowing policies, made in the
name of wider interests and/or
stronger states.   

And as it so happens, the
Nabucco pipeline, energy fantasy
for many western energy strate-
gists, was also at the mercy of
geopolitical pipeline diplomacy. 
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[28] Powerplay is an expression for
the eponymous theory on interna-

tional relations, elaborating the con-
struction of asymmetric alliances,

designed to exert maximum control
over the smaller and weaker ally

states and their actions. (Cha (2010),
p.158)  



It received the first damaging
blow in 2012, when the proposed
pipeline route was reduced for
more than half, from the original
3900 miles to 1300 miles, due to
the substantial and previously
uncalculated for financial costs
and shifting governmental sup-
port in host countries. This meant
that the Eastern section of the
pipeline was terminated, making
way for the Turkey- Azerbaijani fi-
nanced Trans- Anatolian pipeline
(TANAP). The remaining part was
afterwards known as the
Nabucco- West. But even this re-
duction could not save the proj-
ect that received a lethal blow in
June, 2013, when the Azeri Shah
Deniz Consortium chose the
competing Trans- Adriatic
pipeline (TAP) instead. (Fandrich
(2013), n.p.a.)

After the decision was made pub-
lic, the chief executive of the Aus-
trian energy company OMV told
the media that the Nabucco
pipeline was over for them, effec-
tively ending the rumours that
the pipeline is nevertheless still
going to be built and ending the
dream of many high-level politi-
cians in the EU energy sector. A
decade of planning was therefore
finished, with very slim chance of
ever starting up the project again. 

We could say that the Nabucco
pipeline ended in a very public
divorce between money and
strategic convenience.

This course of events and the final
decision point out at the unique
processes, taking place in the
Caspian energy field. It is very
hard to argue that the decision to
choose TAP (and as a result effec-
tively terminating the Nabucco
pipeline), was not strategic and
(geo) political. The behind the
scenes events taking place were
largely connected to the benefi-
ciaries to the fruits of the project,
the economic reconsideration
and the strategic rapprochement
of Russia and Azerbaijan. We have
to be clear on the fact that the de-
cision to terminate Nabucco was
taken in Baku. Reasons for that
are many- fold, mainly: 

- The Nabucco pipeline was a
joint EU project, while Azerbaijan
and Turkey are behind the TAP
(and the important midway junc-
tion TANAP), 
- The route is 500 km shorter than
the Nabucco- West and therefore
more economical, 
- As clearly demonstrated in the
figure 7, the pipeline infrastruc-
ture will mainly go through
Greece (therefore, eliminating the

risk of interruptions in the supply
chain to practically one country
only), 
- As a result of the EU austerity
measures in Greece, the country
was forced to privatise the state
owned energy company DEPA
and the state gas provider DESFA.
Azerbaijani state company
SOCAR was the buyer of the
Greek DESFA (the strategic impli-
cations of the decision for the TAP
project are now ever more clear), 
- Azerbaijani decision to not sour
the relations with Russia, 
- The goal of Azerbaijan and
Turkey to enhance their role as
pivotal energy suppliers for the
European markets (Weiss (2013),
n.p.a.) (And the irony in this is un-
mistakable; in the efforts of trying
to eliminate the influence of Rus-
sia[29] , the EU got tackled by
other Caspian states). 
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WHAT LIES IN THE CASPIAN
BEYOND NABUCCO AND
SOUTH STREAM 

With termination of both
Nabucco and the South Stream
project, the genie is out of the
bottle and the next phase of
pipeline gaming in the Caspian
has officially begun. Let us look at
the perspectives for the future
and a number of projects already
gaining their momentum in dif-
ferent bureaus in different parts
of the world.  

SOUTHERN GAS CORRIDOR 
Southern Gas Corridor is a
pipeline plan, originating in the
Azerbaijan`s Shah Deniz- 2 gas
field and consisting of the Trans-
Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline
Project (TANAP), the Trans- Adri-
atic Natural Gas Pipeline (TAP)
and an extension to the South
Caucasus Pipeline. The pipeline
infrastructure is projected to be 1,
850 km long, stretching from
Azerbaijan to Turkey and onward
to European markets, making it
one of the longest pipelines in
the world.  Idea for this pipeline
was first introduced in 2011 at the
3rd Black Sea Energy and Eco-
nomic Forum and the first Mem-
orandum of understanding was
signed between the govern-
ments of Azerbaijan and Turkey
in 2011 and 2012, while the con-
struction on the Trans- Anatolian
Pipeline officially started in
March, 2015. 

The gas supply to Turkey is sched-
uled to start in 2018, with the ex-
tension to Greece, Albania and
Italy via the Trans- Adriatic
pipeline, due operational in 2020
(TANAP, 2015). The completion of
the Southern Gas Corridor is
without a doubt of great interest
to the EU and that was repeatedly
emphasized by the EU Commis-
sion vice- president Šefčovič, in
charge for the EU energy agenda.
The TANAP under construction
and the final section of the Corri-
dor, TAP, partly owned by BP, will
receive all the necessary political
support and Brussels has already
deemed it “the project of com-
mon interest” (Oliver, 2015),
therefore eligible to bypass all the
EU competition restrictions. 

It seems evident that the EU has
learnt its lesson from the failed
Nabucco project and is flexing
every muscle and exercising
every available connection and
wild car to guarantee the neces-
sary support for the project. Why,
is not hard to guess. Looking at
the map, the Southern Gas Corri-
dor completely bypasses Russia
and the infrastructure for the
pipeline runs exclusively in “EU
friendly” states. Hereupon, we
stumble on another proposed in-
tegral part of this puzzle, avoid-
ing Russia and its influence to an
even greater extent. 
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[29] Although the TANAP and TAP
will to some extent eliminate the de-
pendence on Russian supply for Eu-

rope, this effect will not be as
substantial as the EU planners envi-

sioned it to be. The capacity of the
pipeline of 10 billion cubic meters a

year represents a very modest 1% of
the total annual European energy de-

mand. 
[30] Turkey is a very significant ally

for the rest of the parties, supporting
the project, since it has very close ties

with the regime in Ashgabat and is
currently the second most important

trading partner for Turkmenistan,
closely following China and therefore

surpassing even Russia. 



TRANS- CASPIAN PIPELINE
The Trans- Caspian pipeline is a
planned undersea connection to
the Southern Gas Corridor, from
the Turkmenistan Caspian coast
to Azerbaijan, connecting to the
extended South Caucasus
Pipeline, TANAP and TAP. 
Despite all the setbacks, sur-
rounding the project, the intense
commitment of the interested
parties – Turkmenistan,
Turkey[30] , Azerbaijan and the
EU – has recently brought signifi-
cant success. The first serious hint
at the project was outlined by the
Turkish president Erdogan in
2011, implying that the gas for
the TANAP pipeline will also be
secured from Turkmenistan. That
could hardly have mean other
than the underwater connection
between Azerbaijan and Turk-
menistan. 

At a first glance, that seems to un-
cover a serious setback for the
project: the lack of available Turk-
men gas to feed the pipeline.
Here is how the East- West
pipeline, currently under con-
struction, comes into the picture.
Turkmenistan started work on
the aforementioned pipeline in
2010 and its original intent was to
transport gas from rich gas field
in the Eastern part of the country
to the West and offer additional
gas to the Russian backed
Caspian Coastline pipeline. 

But recent global political events
and occurring on the energy mar-
ket have had a profound effect on
Turkmenistan`s gas production,
namely: 

- Russian Gazprom has already
pulled out significantly from the
Turkmenistan gas market (an ad-
ditional 4 bcm per annum in
2014, according to Natural Gas
Europe), creating an abundance
of the resource left for other po-
tential end- buyers; 
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FIGURE 10: PROPOSED PIPELINES IN THE SOTHERN CORRIDOR

Source: Fandrich (2013) 



- The Russian u-turn to China and
other Asian markets, after the fall-
out in Ukraine and tense relations
with the EU, for China is also the
biggest gas end- buyer for Turk-
menistan;

- Lifting of the sanctions for Iran,
following the agreement on the
Iranian nuclear activities, for Iran
is increasing its domestic gas pro-
duction which could introduce
Teheran as another of the major
world gas suppliers. Not to forget
that Iranian authorities have al-
ready stated that the only reason
they are still pumping Turk-
menistan`s gas is to promote the
political and economic relations
with Turkmenistan, so the regime
in Ashgabat cannot hope for the
increased demand here, either
(Baghirov, 2015).

These global changes, affecting
the Turkmenistan`s gas produc-
tion and its supply chain, repre-
sent the last piece to the puzzle,
enabling Turkmenistan to guar-
antee enough gas supply to feed
the Trans Caspian pipeline with-
out shortages or interruptions.
While the capacity of the pro-
posed Trans- Caspian pipeline is
30 bcm per year, 14 bcm is in-
tended to reach European mar-
kets and the rest is for Turkey,
signalling her high adherence to
the TSP project and the accompa-
nying TANAP. The ratio can of
course be subject to change in
the future, especially if the EU
finds it indispensable in its efforts
to diversify from Russian supply
and consequently (and presum-
ably) offering a more competitive
price than Turkey. 
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And since the Southern Gas Cor-
ridor and the Trans- Caspian
Pipeline and interconnected, they
feed off each other`s success,
thus the implementation of the
SGC has consequently acceler-
ated the talks over the Trans-
Caspian Pipeline. 

TURKISH STREAM
The last interesting project is
Russian backed, named Turkish
Stream, and it was set up in the
aftermath of the South Stream
cancellation in 2014. Originally,
the agreement was signed be-
tween the governments of Turkey
and Russia for the pipeline, con-
necting the two via Black Sea,
and onward to the Turkish-
Greece border city of Ipsila. Plans
are consisting of four pipeline,
two to meet the need of the
Turkey`s ever growing gas mar-
ket, with a gas delivery point near
the Turkish city of Kıyıköy, and
other two serving as an extension
to the European markets, surfac-
ing near the city of Ipsala as a de-
livery point for the European
markets. The total capacity of the
four strings combined is said to
be 63 bcm per annum (Gazprom,
2015).

In February 2015, the two gov-
ernments started seeing more
eye to eye on the proposed land
route for the pipeline and the
scheduled construction work is
set to start as soon as the negoti-
ations are finalized. 

Later on, signalling another suc-
cess for the project, the govern-
ments of Turkey, Greece,
Hungary, Serbia and F.Y.R. Mace-
donia signed a Declaration of in-
tent regarding the Turkish
Stream, giving the first scoop to
the outline and extent of the
Turkish Stream Project. Addition-
ally, a more specific agreement
on the underwater pipeline was
signed between Russia and
Greece in June, 2015. 

This came at a very sensitive time
for both countries, for many ana-
lysts believe both are slowly drift-
ing away from the EU, and trying
to secure alternative means to
tackle domestic economic crisis.
According to the agreement, it
would set up a joint venture, ex-
tending the underwater pipeline
from the Turkish city of Ipsila, to
Europe through the Greek terri-
tory (Deutsche Welle, 2015). 

The move can be seen as an at-
tempt to introduce Greece as a
major gas transportation hub to
Europe, thus creating leverage for
the Greek government in its ne-
gotiation process with the EU on
the economic crisis. 

According to the former Greek
Prime minister Tsipras, the agree-
ment will “attract new invest-
ments to the Greek economy,
stabilize the region and set up the
path towards improving relations
with Ankara” (Middle East News
Service, 2015).

While introducing Greece as an
important transport bridge be-
tween Turkey and Europe, the
Turkish Stream, as the name im-
plies, mostly affects the role
Turkey plays in the energy diplo-
macy. As stated before, Turkey
has been trying for quite some
time now to capitalize on its geo-
graphic setting and cordial rela-
tionship with Europe as well as
Central Asia and Iran. 
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Turkish Stream is the realization
of these aspirations, for it will
transform Turkey from a transit
country into one of the most im-
portant European gas suppliers.
Judging from the analysis on all
three most viable options for the
newest gas pipelines in the
Caspian, it seems that Turkey will
benefit the most, being a part of
all the plans involved. 

Apart from Turkey, the Turkish
stream will also allow additional
leverage for Russia`s Gazprom
and its supply chain to the Euro-
pean markets, for it allows to
completely bypass Ukraine there-
fore making the former crucial
country redundant in the Russian
gas plans, which of course price-
less for Russia at the moment. 

CONCLUSION

As witnessed, the Caspian Basin
has re-emerged to the centre of
global attention. This conversion
is referred to as the “New Great
Game”, implying that a new form
of race has started for the access
of Caspian resources. Along with
the increased competition, the
position of newly independent
Caspian littoral states, Kaza-
khstan, Azerbaijan and Turk-
menistan has dramatically
changed. 

Possessing the influential power
over their respective reserves
now, the three states also have to
compromise with various exter-
nal parties for the access to en-
ergy transit routes, know-how
and capital. Additionally, we must
not neglect the impacts of the
current Ukrainian crisis, giving
way for wave of instability right
on the borders of the Caspian re-
gion. 
With regards to regional disputes,
the implications of elaborated is-
sues are manifold. Momentarily,
the biggest cause of worry is the
above mentioned situation in
Ukraine. It is unclear to which
point can the hostilities further
deteriorate and henceforth im-
pact the stability of the already
sporadically turmoil Caspian. Ad-
ditionally, other itemized ethnic
and territorial disputes also have
adverse impact on both the en-
ergy supply potential and the
business environment in general.
Complex conflicts between vari-
ous ethnic groups within the re-
gion and numerous secessionist
movements might lead to chain
reaction or domino effect. Not to
forget the Northern Caucasus
and Nagorno-Karabakh regions,
recently rated as dangerous con-
flict areas, where circumstances
might unfold to carry devastating
regional consequences. 
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The recently reached sui generis
legal status of the Caspian Sea is
a signal of improvement and a
messenger of the, so the authors
believe, greatest regional event in
the last two decades. Since some
sort of specific legal status has
been promoted as the only viable
approach for years, it is assuring
to know it has finally been capi-
talized.

As identified earlier, Caspian
Basin has also emerged as key
area of European interest, with
clear focus on energy supplies
and ultimate goal of diversifying
the supply chain. With regards to
these goals however, the initial
EU approach could be criticized
for being too fragmented. Unable
to often speak with a common
voice on energy related issues
this global player, in terms of in-
creased cooperation initiatives,
stays far behind from the success-
ful actions of Russia. 

And even with politically heavily
supported projects like the elab-
orated Nabucco, EU has recently
failed again in achieving the de-
sired goals because it over- esti-
mated its influence in the region.
In the lessons learnt from this ex-
perience it should be evident
that, although trying to escape
Russia`s strategic grip, other
Caspian littoral states are also
striving for their own economic
power and independence. They
might not want to stumble from
one strategic umbrella to an-
other, but instead make a solid
position for their own voice in the
future of energy matters in the
Caspian. 

This has clearly been the case in
the aftermath of the Nabucco
and South Stream failure, accom-
panied with the agreement on
the delimitation of the Caspian
Sea, rewarding each littoral state
to sovereign rights, stretching 

over 15 miles off the Caspian
shores. This will of course give
new life to projects involving the
Caspian basin reserves, including
the Trans- Caspian Pipeline which
has been in talks for years, and
other relevant pipeline projects.
What is interesting though is that
many analysts were quite
stunned when Russia agreed on
the delimitations for the Caspian
Sea, because the latter will in-
evitably result in alternative
pipeline projects, excluding its
territory: something Russia has
been fighting against for decades
now, for it would significantly de-
crease its strategic influence and
economic benefits in the region
for the reasons already thor-
oughly discussed. 
So, why did Moscow agreed to
something so potentially harmful
as the delimitation formulations
and henceforth, alternative
pipeline projects of the newcom-
ers to the Caspian club? 
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Some believe the answer is pretty
simple: to offer a very delicious
carrot to the new republics,
therefore avoiding a scenario, un-
folding in Ukraine and preventing
their further drift towards the
West. And since pipelines cannot
get build over night, this gives
Moscow a fair amount of time to
consider the odds in each respec-
tive pipeline case. Or maybe,
adding an array of colours to the
previously black and white rela-
tionships in the Caspian, Moscow
is prepare to grant the Caspian
states more independence, in
order to proceed with good rela-
tions that can also bring forth
great benefits in the future, espe-
cially considering global shift to-
wards multipolarity.

Since the introduced pipeline
projects again target much the
same markets, it is questionable
if they are all fated to succeed;
many fear that especially in the
case of TANAP and Turkish
Stream, one will become redun-
dant and might signalize too
great of an appetite of Turkey to
become a significant energy hub
between Central Asia and Europe.  

To conclude, it is likely that polit-
ical motivations in the regional
pipeline diplomacy will become
ever more crucial due to the de-
teriorating relations between the
two important players in the
Caspian, Russia and EU. With the
introduced highly explosive mix-
ture of political and energy fac-
tors, we might see new life
springing in the process of al-
liance making and geopolitical
bargaining. In this cluster of inter-
ests, optimistic at heart can hope
that careful fine- tuning is going
to be the main strategic focus for
all the players involved. But for re-
alists, it might be of concern that
balancing numerous grand inter-
ests can raise the stakes incredi-
bly high, especially when they are
intersecting on such a limited
space. 

Events, evolving from here on, are
still open for speculation. 
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The declaration of the Republic of
Azerbaijan, the Islamic Republic
of Iran, the Republic of Kaza-
khstan, the Russian Federation
and Turkmenistan; The presidents
of the Republic of  Azerbaijan,
the  Islamic  Republic  of  Iran,
Kazakhstan,  the  Russian  Feder-
ation  and Turkmenistan - on be-
half of their countries - will
hereafter be called the parties:

Supporting the initiative of the
President of Iran, Mr Mahmud Ah-
madinezhad, to hold the second
meeting of presidents of the
Caspian littoral states, having dis-
cussed on 16 October in Tehran in
a constructive atmosphere of mu-
tual understanding topical inter-
national and regional problems
of mutual interest, the  state and
prospects of multilateral cooper-
ation, and issues related to the
conduct of work on defining the
legal status of the Caspian Sea,

Believing that the development
of cooperation of the five Caspian
littoral states based on friendship
and good-neighbourliness meets
the fundamental interests of their
peoples, and is an important fac-
tor in guaranteeing regional se-
curity,

Based on the common aspiration
of the five states to reinforce
friendship and mutual trust, to
decide all questions in a spirit of
equal rights and mutually benefi-
cial partnership taking into ac-
count their interests,
Considering the changes and
processes at the geopolitical and
national levels that are taking
place in the Caspian Sea region,
the existing agreements between
the five Caspian littoral states,
and in this regard, the need to de-
velop the legal regime of the
Caspian Sea and to pass soon the
convention on the legal status of
the Caspian Sea to these ends,
Striving to create favourable con-
ditions to guarantee the sover-
eign rights of the Caspian littoral
states  on  the Caspian Sea and
regulate in a spirit of mutual un-
derstanding and cooperation is-
sues related to the legal status of
the Caspian Sea and the use of its
resources,
Considering the readiness to sup-
port regular contact between the
heads of the Caspian littoral
states,  including  in  the five-
party format,  and exchange
opinions  on  the  most important
bilateral, regional and interna-
tional problems,
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Confirming a commitment to the
aims and principles of the UN
Charter, the generally accepted
norms of international law, in-
cluding a respect for the sover-
eignty, independence, territorial
integrity and sovereign equality
of states, the non-use of force or
the threat of its use, they declare
the following:

1.  The parties will in every possi-
ble way work to make the
Caspian region a region of peace
and stability, stable economic
growth and prosperity, good-
neighbourliness and interna-
tional cooperation  of  the littoral
states based on equal rights. They
are fully determined to work
closely with one another on mul-
tilateral and bilateral bases in the
political,diplomatic,trade,eco-
nomic, scientific and technical,
cultural and humanitarian and
other areas.

2.  The parties support holding on
a regular basis, subject to agree-
ment by the parties, meetings of
the  heads of the Caspian littoral
states, and in the period between
them, holding meetings of for-
eign ministers and authorized ex-
perts of the parties to consider
the whole range of issues relating
to the Caspian Sea.

3.  In striving to use the rich po-
tential of the Caspian region effi-
ciently, and taking into account
the favourable prospects for its
development, the parties will 

enhance dialogue and coopera-
tion in the economic sphere, es-
pecially in the energy and
transport sectors.

4.  The parties will contribute to
the efficient use of the transport
potential of the region, including
by forming and developing inter-
national transport corridors.

5.  The  parties  state  that  only
the  littoral  states  have  sover-
eign  rights  as  regards the
Caspian Sea and its resources.

6.  The parties confirm that the
comprehensive legal status of the
Caspian Sea will be defined by a
convention on the legal status of
the Caspian Sea as a basic docu-
ment which can be adopted only
on the basis of common consent
of the littoral states.

7.  The parties agree that before
the new legal status of the
Caspian Sea is defined, the
regimes of navigation, fishing
and seafaring exclusively under
the national flags of the Caspian
littoral states that  were agreed
on the basis of implementing
their sovereign rights should
apply in this zone.

8.  The parties declare that the de-
velopment of a comprehensive
legal status of the Caspian Sea
and the adoption - as soon as
possible - of the convention on
the legal status of the Caspian
Sea for this purpose is the most 

important task.
The convention, as the basic doc-
ument on the legal status of the
Caspian Sea, should govern the
issues of the implementation of
the jurisdiction of the Caspian lit-
toral states on the basis of re-
specting their sovereign rights in
the Caspian Sea, and should in-
clude the  principles  and  norms
regulating  environmental  pro-
tection  and  rational  use  of nat-
ural resources, including the use
of the  bio-resources  of the
Caspian Sea and the mineral re-
sources of its seabed and subsoil
resources, navigation and also
other issues related to operations
in the Caspian Sea.

9.  The parties declare that the
final agreement by all the
Caspian littoral states on issues
related to the delimitation of the
Caspian seabed for purposes of
the use of resources will be car-
ried out taking into account their
sovereign rights and respecting
each others' lawful interests.

10. The parties have agreed to
continue agreeing the issue of es-
tablishing zones of agreed width
and water area in the Caspian Sea
as well as the corresponding legal
regimes.

11. Recognizing  their  responsi-
bility  to  the  present  and  future
generations  for  the preservation
of the Caspian Sea and the in-
tegrity of its ecosystem, the par-
ties stress the importance of
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expanding  cooperation in solv-
ing environmental problems, in-
cluding coordination  of  national
environmental  actions  and  co-
operation  with  international en-
vironmental organizations  in
order to  form  a  regional system
of protecting  and preserving bi-
ological variety, rational use and
replenishment of its biological re-
sources.

The parties acknowledge that the
state of the Caspian Sea environ-
ment, its population of   sturgeon
require   urgent   joint   efforts   to
prevent   undesirable   environ-
mental consequences. To this
end, the parties - as a priority -
continue forming the necessary
contractual and legal basis for re-
gional environmental coopera-
tion on the basis of the
convention for the legal status of
the Caspian Sea.

The  parties  have  expressed  sat-
isfaction  that  the  framework
convention  for  the protection of
the  Caspian Sea environment
that was signed in Tehran in No-
vember 2003 has come into force
and have stressed the need to - as
soon as possible - develop and
adopt additional protocols to it.

The parties have also noted the
need to - as soon as possible - fi-
nalize the procedural aspects  of
this  convention,  especially  as
regards  the  location  of  the  per-
manent secretariat of the conven-
tion.

12. The  parties  confirm  the  prin-
ciple  of  the  Caspian  littoral
states'  responsibility  for damage
caused to the environment of the
Caspian and to each other as a re-
sult of the use of the Caspian Sea
and the development of its re-
sources.
13. The parties state that the
Caspian Sea should be used ex-
clusively for peaceful purposes
and that all issues in the Caspian
[region] will be resolved by the
Caspian littoral states by peaceful
means.

14. The  parties  will  aim  to  cre-
ate  and  strengthen  mutual
trust,  regional  security  and sta-
bility and will refrain from the use
of military force in mutual rela-
tions. The parties confirm that
their military forces are not aimed
for use to attack any of the par-
ties.

15. The parties stress that under
no circumstances they will allow
for their territories to be used by
other states.

16. The parties have expressed
satisfaction about the course of
the talks on the Caspian Sea's
legal  regime  on the basis of mu-
tual respect, understanding,
equal rights and accepted legal
norms in a climate of civilized dis-
cussion, and have noted the need
to continue these talks actively.
17. The parties have acknowl-
edged the importance of security,
peace and stability in the Caspian

Sea region and expressed their
interest in continuing their talks
on all issues relating to the sea's
security.

18. The parties will help to estab-
lish a new world order which is
multipolar, more complete and
more just in  political, economic
and legal fields, and will assist, in
an all-sided way, the consolida-
tion of the UN's pivotal role as the
all-sided mechanism for the
preservation of world peace, se-
curity and stability.

19. The parties consider the nu-
clear Non-Proliferation Treaty to
be the most important founda-
tion  for  international  security
and  stability,  and  have  called
for  the  future generalization of
this treaty. The parties also con-
firm the self-evident right of all
the NPT's signatory countries to
research, produce and use nu-
clear energy for peaceful pur-
poses, without discrimination
and in the framework of the
treaty's provisions, and the
arrangements of the IAEA.

20. The parties have confirmed
the self-evident right of each
country to choose the way of de-
velopment unique to itself on the
basis of respect for human rights,
bearing in mind the historical, so-
cial and  cultural values of the
Caspian Sea littoral countries, and
express their opposition to inter-
ference in the internal affairs of
independent countries.
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21. The parties believe that the
necessary condition for the provi-
sion of security, peace and stabil-
ity in the region is the peaceful,
just and lasting resolution of dis-
putes on the basis of the UN
Charter, in accordance with re-
spect for sovereignty, territorial
integrity and the inviolability of
recognized international borders.
22. The  parties  view  interna-
tional  terrorism,  separatism  and
aggression  and  other manifesta-
tions of extremist use of force, as
well as illegal trade in drugs and
weapons and other forms of or-
ganized, extra-territorial crime, as
a threat to international security
and international political stabil-
ity.

The parties unconditionally con-
demn as criminal acts all terrorist
actions and methods, regardless
of motives and forms, regardless
of who the perpetrators are, es-
pecially in instances where they
threaten regional peace and se-
curity. The parties also believe
that terrorism cannot and must
not be linked to  any religion, na-
tionality, civilization or ethnic
group.

23. The parties confirm their com-
mitment to the expansion of bi-
lateral and multilateral
cooperation in  combating terror-
ism, the illegal transport of drugs
and weapons, and extra-territor-
ial organized crime, using the piv-
otal coordinating role of the UN,
on the basis of accurate respect

respect for recognized interna-
tional principles and norms.

24. The parties welcome the re-
sults of the Caspian Sea summit
in Tehran and confirm their firm
resolve to assist, in an all-sided
way, the expansion of coopera-
tion between the littoral coun-
tries.

25. The next summit of Caspian
Sea littoral countries will be held
in Baku, the capital of the Repub-
lic of Azerbaijan, at an agreed
date in October 2008.

On behalf of the Republic of Azer-
baijan, Ilham Aliyev 
On behalf of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Mahmud Ahmadinezhad 
On behalf of Kazakhstan, Nursul-
tan Nazarbayev
On behalf of the Russian Federa-
tion, Vladimir Putin
On behalf of Turkmenistan, Gur-
banguly Berdimuhamedow
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